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"The secret to creativity is knowing how to hide your sources."

Albert Einstein

And in this humorous light I am proud to present my master thesis.



LINKöPING UNIVERSITY

Abstract
A Cognition-Based Definition of Creativity and A Proposition for

Approaching Creativity Artificially

by Maria Hedblom

Can a computer truly be creative? This is the philosophical question that defines this
thesis. It is suggested that the only way for this question to be answered in the affirma-
tive, is to thoroughly investigate the cognitive nature of creativity.

First the thesis proposes a definition of creativity based on cognitive research, human
intuition and artificial creativity debates. This definition accounts for not only that the
creative product has to be both novel and useful, but that the creative agent has to
exceed a certain level of cognitive maturity (in thesis referred to as - intelligence) and
be aware of the creative process and context. The framework for the creative process is
founded on the psychologically supported notion of a circle of divergent and convergent
thinking, and a cognitive machinery of conceptual blending.

It is in the framework of the creative process that the criterion for the creative product
is generated. In the circle of divergent and convergent thinking and through conceptual
blending, novel ideas are first generated, then evaluated. For this to be possible the
creative agent has to exceed a certain level of cognitive abilities, and in order to properly
evaluate the product, it also needs to have awareness of the process and context to be
able to evaluate the product.

A second part of the thesis looks at problems with AI and what that means for the
approaches to artificial creativity. By using the reasoning behind the definition, the
possibility to create truly creative computers are proposed and discussed. In the line
of the definition a conceptual suggested approach is presented, that if satisfied it is the
author’s suggestion that the artificial system should be deemed "creative".

The artificial agent has far to go before it is equal in cognitive maturity to human in-
tellect, and the capacity for awareness of the process and context is debatable. Genetic
algorithms, randomness and perception is presented as possibilities for artificial agents
to create novelty, and a multi layered processing system build on learning through per-
ception, and evaluation build on key concepts from context and statistics of previous
knowledge, is introduced as possible means of creating artificial creativity.

University Web Site URL Here (include http://)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Research in creativity has been found to be one of the more difficult research areas in the

cognitive sciences. From a psychological standpoint it must address complicated ques-

tions such as the role of consciousness and which cognitive functions are involved. From

a more philosophical standpoint we can ask ourselves what it means to be creative? This

question is especially pertinent in computational research, where the limits of creativity

are a constant issue and artificial agents are rarely considered truly creative.

One of the biggest problems is the lack of a unified definition for creativity. Traditional

views only take the creative product into account, with a focus on novelty and valuei [1–3].

However, this collides with common intuitions of creativity. Look at the difference

between a newly discovered flower on a field and a newly painted art piece in a museum.

The flower might be much more advanced in its construction and, some might argue,

more beautiful and more “valuable”, yet it is not, in most circumstances, considered

creative. The painting however, fits into the idea of a creative product much better. It

has been produced by someone who has given it some thought and it is presented in a

context that is associated with creative ability, namely the art gallery.

Both satisfy the novelty and value criterion. Consequently the traditional definitions

of creativity must be unsatisfactory. In artificial creativity, in which many products
i“usefulness” and “appropriateness” are often used as synonyms to “value”

1
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fulfill these classic definitions, the applied definition needs to go further to overcome the

problem that artificial creative products are rarely considered creative.

Despite the difficulties to define creativity and the internal processes that takes part,

much creativity research has been conducted in all domains of cognitive science [4,5].

Although originally criticized as an unscientific endeavor, both in psychological and ar-

tificial [6] domains, the fact that creativity is attracting serious scientific research suggests

that it is an essential part of human cognition.

Creativity is studied for several reasons. In psychology the desire to understand cognition

is a large motivation. Furthermore, as creativity is seen as a problem-solving ability, it

makes sense to research creativity in order to solve problems more efficiently. Another

interesting motivation is to understand the effect drug use and mental disorders have on

creative performance.

Computational approaches study and attempt to simulate creativity with similar motiva-

tions as in psychological research, but struggle as artificial systems are rarely considered

truly creative. In the same way as AI tries to create artificial agents that display human

intelligence, research in artificial creativity, tries to design artificial agents that have

creative ability.

One issue to overcome in creativity research, is that vastly different achievements can be

considered creative. Additionally, similar creative processes may use different cognitive

processes. An example is when Einstein developed the Relativity Theory, something

which is presumably considered by everyone to be a creative insight, different cognitive

processes were at work than in the art piece in the museum example above. Yet the

creative process has similar structure and the creative agent have similar characteristics.

Therefore understanding which cognitive processes were active in the process of discov-

ering Relativity Theory, or painting the art piece, is not necessarily the crucial aspect

that is limiting artificial approaches.

Einstein’s insight is suggested to be the result of a process in which knowledge was com-

bined and restructured. However, if creativity is simply restructuring previous knowledge

in new ways, computers should already be considered creative. Consider a computer pro-

gram instructed to randomly generate poems based on certain semantic and syntactic
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rules. Such programs are rarely considered to have the same creative ability as a human

poet, regardless of the quality of the poems.

Conceptual Blending [7] is a theory which describes the cognitive machinery behind cre-

ativity. It has increasing support [8,9]. The idea is that all novelty comes from combining

previous knowledge through methods such as metaphors, analogies and associative mem-

ory. The new concepts inherit aspects of the combined parents. At the same time the

new concepts may have emergent properties.

However, creativity is not exclusively achieved by rearranging previous knowledge. The

combined concepts need to be evaluated. The creative process is therefore necessarily

a circular process of generation and evaluation. This can be seen in several models of

creativity, such as Wallas’ model of creativity, and Geneplore [10].

It is not enough for the creative agent to have an ability to perform conceptual blending

and store knowledge. To be creative, the agent must have sufficient awareness of the

task and the context, to have the ability to properly evaluate the new concepts.

Even though there has been constant progress in the localization of brain regions acti-

vated during creative tasks, and which functional modules that are involved, creativity

is still a rather unknown phenomenon.

One probable reason for this is that the commonly accepted definition of creativity,

namely the combination of novelty and value, is insufficient. The definition must be

expanded to encompass all aspects of creativity as intuitively understood.

1.2 Central Question

Can a computer really be creative?

This is the philosophical question that defines this thesis and is in essence an attempt

to intertwine psychological and computational research on creativity.

It is suggested that for a comprehensive computational approach to creativity to be

possible, this computational approach should be founded on the same principles upon

which human creativity is founded, presumably human cognition. If not the behavior

might perhaps appear like creativity, but will in reality only be a shallow imitation.
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The purpose of the thesis is therefore to methodologically examine creativity research

from psychological and computational perspectives, in order to construct a human-based

definition of creativity. With this definition in place, the possibility of artificial creativity

can be properly assessed.

In addition to the definition and assessment, this thesis will also examine possible meth-

ods for implementation. The approach will be to look at existing models of cognition

and creativity, comparing and discussing relevant problems within artificial intelligence

(AI) and investigating already operating “semi-creative” artificial agents.

1.3 Theoretical Relevance

The relevance of the thesis is twofold. Firstly a clear definition of creativity that satisfies

human intuition, and matches current psychological and computational research, would

be useful for research in all domains. Such a definition would standardize research

terminology, helping to minimize misunderstandings in creativity research.

Secondly, the sketch of a possible implementation is relevant as it may contribute to a

practical framework out of which truly creative artificial agents may arise.

1.4 Foundations and Limitations

This thesis will follow the notion that creativity is a problem-solving process that is a

collaboration of several cognitive, contextual and social abilities, a notion with increasing

empirical support. It will also be based on the hypothesis that the cognitive machinery

behind creativity is, primary, an associative process in which preexisting knowledge is

combined in new ways and that it is these combinations that, after evaluation constitute

the creative product.

On the cognitive level, the creative process is thought to be the result of a cycle of

divergent and convergent thinking, in which generation of novelty and estimation of

value is performed.

In the thesis the discussion has been abstracted away from any particular field of cre-

ativity, by discussing only formal properties of the creative process. The paper is in
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itself methodological and provides suggestions on where to look for possible solutions

rather than offer evidence for artificial creativity.

The focus of the computational section of the thesis will be the domain of serendipity

in which concepts are accidentally combined. This has been suggested to be a good

starting point in artificial approaches since it minimizes problems of initiation of, and

evaluation within, the creative process, as will be discussed later.

Theoretical and empirical motivation for these assumptions will be provided in chapter

two.

1.5 Thesis Structure

The remainder of the thesis will be structured as following:

Chapter two provides an overview of the creativity literature. It will summarize the

cognitive theories, Geneplore and Conceptual Integration Theory.

Chapter three will present an outline for a definition of creativity. The definition is

based on the theories in chapter two, human intuition and psychological research. The

chapter is divided into discussions of the creative product, the creative agent, and the

creative process.

Chapter four covers artificial creativity. After introducing the relationship between AI

and creativity, different problems and approaches will be discussed. Finally a possible

approach will be suggested for the fulfillment of the previously introduced definition.

Chapter five consists of discussion and evaluation of the definition and proposed ap-

proach. Discussions on emotions, theory of mind, and neural networks are also to be

found here.

Chapter six is a concluding chapter, in which the research is summarized and future

research possibilities are introduced.



Chapter 2

Theoretical Foundation

2.1 Brief History of Creativity Research

As mentioned in the introduction, a considerable amount of research has been done on

creativity, despite it being thought unscientific in some circles.

Initially, much of the research in the domain of psychology was focused on either studying

persons with extraordinary levels of creativity, be it in the sciences or in the arts, or on

trying to determine an individual’s level of creative ability, similar to how the Intelligence

Quotient (IQ) gives an estimate of a person’s intelligence. Such research, which focuses

on individual differences and particularly higher levels of creative ability, is often referred

to as the Creative People Approach [4].

The attempt to develop a creative counterpart to IQ has been rather unsuccessful in

providing a deeper understanding of the nature of creativity. It does not appear to be

possible to measure creativity equally between individuals nor between different contexts.

Different domains and fields of creativity require different cognitive skills, and each

individual has their own associative memory and knowledge base [11]. Scientific results

have indicated that creativity is a form of higher cognition, namely a collaboration

of several cognitive functions [5,12]. This has support from several directions, including

the growing bio-psychological results that show activation during creative tasks in the

pre-frontal cortex, an area which is known to orchestrate higher functions [13].

6
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Partly due to this knowledge much of modern research focuses on mapping the cogni-

tive modules involved in the creative process. This has been approached by studying

individual differences in creative performance, through psychological or neurological ex-

periments or through artificial simulations. Modern Neuro-Imaging (NI) techniques

allow new ways to discover what cognitive modules are part of creativity. By comparing

the brain activation during creative tasks with brain activation during other cognitive

tasks, such as memory tasks, logic tasks or mathematical tasks, we can determine which

brain regions are involved in both, and conclusions can be drawn about the creative

process.

Creativity has been found not to be a function in one brain region but a collective col-

laboration that stretches over the entire brain and a range of cognitive processes [5]. The

endeavor of studying the different cognitive functions involved in the creative process,

is often referred to as the Cognitive Creative Approach [12].

Many of the studies, both theoretical and experimental, focus on isolating the different

parts of the creative process, in order to determine what might be important to create

novel and valuable creative products. The result has been a vast number of different

theories of how creativity works, what processes are fundamental components and so

forth. However, most of these agree with each other on some points, there is still much

disagreement and considerable work needs to be done to consolidate these theories.

In artificial approaches to creativity much debate about where to draw the limits of

creativity: what to consider creative and what not. Many practical approaches use

metaphors and analogies as a means of transferring and creating knowledge, and the

Conceptual Blending Theory (CBT) is a popular theory of cognition that is particularly

useful in artificial approaches. Today artificial agents paint, write poetry, and create mu-

sic, partly thanks to CBT. The artificial approaches to the generation phase of creating

novelty has been very successful, this cannot be said of the evaluation phase.

Despite ongoing research, little focus has been on creating a proper definition for cre-

ativity [1]. Instead the research has been built on a definition of creativity that is both

insufficient and unsatisfactory, perhaps the primary cause for creativity research to be

considered an unscientific field.
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2.2 Creativity

Creativity has traditionally been considered to be an associative process. Mednick [14]

calls this the Associates Theory and describes the creative process with the following

words:

... we may proceed to define creative process as the forming of associative

elements into new combinations which either meet specified requirements or

are in some way useful. (p. 221)

This is connected to the two hypothesized forms of productive thinking: divergent and

convergent [15]. In divergent thinking, often referred to as associate thought, associations

are allowed to flow freely to find related concepts to the original problem or thought

pattern. It is a process in which a problem is solved by defocussing from the actual

problem and letting the mind flow and make associations, often through analogies. The

derived solution might be one of many possible ones and there is no one right answer.

It deals with finding relationships and similarities between concepts and items where

previously no connection existed [16]. A concrete example of a divergent thinking process

would be to “brainstorm” or create mind maps, to explore the conceptual associate space

of a particular topic.

Convergent thinking, or analytical thought, is quite the opposite. It focuses thoughts on

what is already known. Thoughts are focused at the problem at hand, for which there

is only one correct solution. By analyzing the problem by manipulating symbols and

using deductive laws of cause and effect, the one correct, or optimal, solution will be

arrived at [16]. A concrete example of a convergent thinking process would be to look at

classic school mathematics, in which pupils are encouraged to find the one right answer

to an equation.

The Associates Theory states that creativity is primarily of a divergent nature, and

there is a lot of support for the proposal that creative thinking is an associative process

(e.g. Gibson et al. [17]). Creative ideas are considered to be new combinations of known

concepts, one of the assumptions in the introduction. However, there is also much

support that indicate that creativity is not exclusively a divergent process. Instead it
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is today common ground that the creative process relies on both of these modes of

thought [18].

It has been argued that one problem in creativity research is the lack of a satisfactory

definition. In fact the only area in which traditional creativity research fully agrees,

is with the creative product. Two criterion for the creative product re-occur in more

or less all research regarding creativity, whether it be philosophical, psychological, or

computational.

Mednick’s definition correlates with these definitions, that it has to have a product that

is both novel and valuablei.

These two concepts were first introduced by Stein [3] in 1953:

Let us start with a definition. The creative work is a novel work that is

accepted as tenable or useful or satisfying by a group in some point in time

. . . (p. 311)

Once again the important concepts are novelty and valueii. These two classic defini-

tions of creativity closely match more modern versions, and it could be argued that the

definition has not since been further developed [1,19–21].

What does novelty mean for the creative product? Boden [22] differentiates between P-

creativity and H-creativity. When a person discovers something that is new information

to them, Boden calls this P-creativity, psychological creativity, and when the product is

new in history, Boden refers to it as H-creativity, historical creativity.

For artificial creativity, the ultimate goal would of course be to be able to create systems

that could creatively solve problems that humans have been struggling with throughout

all of time, and perhaps also solutions to problems humanity didn’t even know existed,

through serendipitous findings. Only to artificially simulate P-creativity has been found

to be quite difficult. As H-creativity is a subset of P-creativity, it would also follow,

that if we are able to simulate P-creativity artificially, then H-creativity would be an

unavoidable consequence.
iMednick uses the terms “new” and “useful”

iiStein uses the word “useful”
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Novelty is rather straightforward to understand: ‘value’ by comparison is highly com-

plicated. Here it is good to think of value as something that is useful and appropriate

given a context, or as being “...satisfying [...] in some point in time” as Stein presented it.

In classic problem solving a valuable idea would be to have a solution that sufficiently

solves the problem. It is appropriate for the situation and useful since it provides a

solution. It does not have to be the best possible solution, several factors may play a

role; perhaps it is better to think of something quickly to deal with the situation, rather

than having the most optimal solution. In artistic domains this concept is even more

difficult to understand. The creative output is perhaps not useful in the same sense as

a solution to a problem, yet it holds a certain value if for no other reason than for the

emotional response it causes. One important aspect is appropriateness, many artists has

been considered to be “before their time”, meaning that their art or music is not yet

appreciated because the context is wrong.

2.2.1 Problem Solving as Motivation for Creativity

Creativity has been claimed to be a form of problem solving [23]. That it is in the finding

of a problem [24], that we need to apply creativity.

The proverb state that “necessity is the mother of invention”, implying that creativity

is based on an initial desire to change something, due to a problem. The problem might

be things such as an empty canvas, a puzzling scientific find, or an insufficient number

of chairs for the dining table. Occasionally problems find us, and in other cases we

find the problem. Serendipity is a form of creativity of the latter kind, in which we

find the problem when a solution has already emerged. Artistic domain require a liberal

interpretation of the word problem, since it does not necessarily match common intuition

to say that an empty canvas is a problem.

Regardless, given the notion that creativity is a problem-solving process [23] the motiva-

tion should be to solve the problem. However, many problems can be solved by using

standard routine or learned heuristics. Where does the creativity lie here then? It was

suggested by Schank and Cleary [25] that creativity is the “intelligent misuse of knowl-

edge structures” when the routine behavior no longer can be applied. If the motivation

still is to solve the problem, and already learned solution strategies fail, the situation

needs to be addressed creatively.
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The motivation for the creative process is consequently directly connected to the desire

to solve the problem. If the desire to solve the problem is high, the creative performance

should increase. This is strongly connected to human emotions, an area which artificial

approaches have traditionally disregarded.

It has been found that emotional states greatly change how creative we can be, both

in our performance and our desire to be creative. Most of the research shows that

positive and activating moods, e.g. happiness, generate more creative performance, in

comparison to negative and deactivating moods, e.g. sadness [26].

Given the idea that emotions provide motivation for problem solving, and reward the

finding of solutions, they can be strongly connected to creativity. Finke [27] claims that

there is an illusion of intentionalityi in creative invention. This means that creative

insights are often given meaning in retrospect and that they are not necessarily the

result of the initial intention. In a particular situation and conceptual content, a creative

solution is found, and in this find a problem is established.

From an artificial point of view, this is very beneficial, as it not only limits the necessity

for intentionality during the generative process, but also minimizes the role of emotions

during the generative phase. In artificial approaches on serendipity, defined as “unin-

tentional creativity”, this is beneficial as motivation and understanding becomes less of

a problem.

2.2.2 The Phases of the Creative Process

In psychological research there is a vast number of models and very different flowcharts

that describes the creative process. They often try to map the creative process into boxes

and arrows to illustrate the flow between cognitive abilities. Some models are more or

less compatible with each other, in which some aspects are added and some removed.

Newell [28] criticized flowcharts in psychological research by saing it is too focused on

creating seemingly meaningless flowcharts. However, there is still a lot to learn from

the sequence in which the creative process is done, regardless of the efficiency of said

flowchart.
iIn philosophy of mind, and in this thesis, Intentionality refers to the mind’s representation of as-

cribing meaning to objects. When Finke talks of an illusion of intentionality he describe it as to ascribe
purpose to mental constructs in retrospect. For the purpose of this thesis this minor difference has been
disregarded as both views are still connected to how mental constructs are awarded meaning.
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Figure 2.1: Wallas’ model of creative thought

On of these models is Wallas’ Classic Model of Creativity, or problem solving, from

The Art of Thought from 1926. It is interesting as it gives insights to the cognitive

processes involved. The different phases in the model provide simple explanations to

how consciousness and evaluation phases play part in the creative process. The model

is under some debate to be outdated and simplified, but it does have empirical support.

The model divides the process into four stages: a preparatory stage, an incubation stage,

an illumination or insight, and lastly a verification stage, see figure 2.1.

After a problem is identified, the preparatory stage is initiated, in which all kinds of

information about the problem is sought. The problem is analogically compared to

previous problems, to find possible solutions. Long Term Memory (LTM) is accessed

for information regarding previous experience with the problem, and new knowledge

is sought around in the situation and the context. A stage that lies primarily in the

conscious, in which the creative agent focuses attention on the problem and the creative

process.

The second stage is incubation. Finke [27] describes it as the following:

Incubation refers to the process of removing a problem from conscious aware-

ness temporarily as a means of gaining new perspectives on how to solve it.

(p. 389)
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Here the agent is unconsciously processing information and the problem, in search for a

solution. It is supported by several studies (e.g. Ellwood et al. 2009 [29] and Gallate et

al. 2012 [30]) that taking a break from the problem task, helps promote idea generation

and divergent thinking.

As a reference it may be beneficial to think of the common folk remedy cure to indeci-

siveness to “sleep on it”. Originally the incubation phase was thought to be a particular

form of problem solving, but it is now more common to look at it as a way to sort out

inappropriate strategies and thought patterns [27]. Occasionally the incubation stage is

suggested not to be an essential part, since solutions may be acquired by other methods

such as brainstorming. Regardless of method, it will be assumed that this unconscious,

or defocussing of attention, phase is a fundamental step in the creative process, but that

in some occasions the incubation phase occurs simultaneous as other phases.

The next step is the insight or the illumination. Often described as a sudden realization

of how a problem might be solved [27]. Think of Archimedes’ Eureka!-moment: sitting in

the bathtub, he realized how to measure the volume of an irregular object by measuring

the volume of displaced water. Another example is the supposedly instant moment of

realization as an apple hit Newton’s head, giving him the first insights to the laws of

gravity.

Insight is an important part of creativity research as it offers a measurable moment in

the creative process. Dietrich [13] gives the following bio-psychological explanation to the

phenomenon of insight:

Given the view that the working memory buffer of the prefrontal cortex holds

the content of consciousness, a novel thought becomes an insight when it is

represented in working memory. (p. 5)

It is essential to the following assumptions that working memory is mentioned as it offers

a practical explanation to consciousness. The insight is consequently the moment in

which unconscious information is transfered into consciousness because it is illuminated

as a solution to the problem.

One important aspect of the insight is that in humans the insight is often followed by a

affective response, which motivates the creative agent to solve problems [31]. Even though
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this is not mentioned in Wallas’ classical model it still holds a particular value when

looking at artificial agents, in which this reward system is not usually implemented.

The last stage in Wallas’ model is verification. Here the insight is evaluated with the

initial problem and context, and if found satisfactory is it accepted as a solution [27]. If

the insight provides novelty to the creative product, the verification stage make sure that

the insight has value. This stage ensures that the idea produced in the insight stage, is

structured in a presentable manner so that others may understand it [32]. If the insight

is found not to solve the initial problem, and does not hold any other value, the insight

is discarded and a new preparatory stage is initialized.

Presented is a structured phase schema for the creative process. Much focus has lain

on the role of consciousness, which holds a particular interest for cognitively inspired

artificial approaches. This will be further investigated under section 2.3.1 in which the

Geneplore model is suggested as a model for creative thinking in relation to consciousness

and awareness.

2.2.3 Different Types of Creativity

Creativity can take on different characters, but in most domains there are talk of usually

three different creative processes, in which serendipity is one of these processes. Before

serendipity can properly be introduced, lets look at it in relation to other forms of

creativity. Important to note is that the edges of the different types of creative processes

often merge and in real life it is not always clear which process is which.

Mednick [14] speaks of three different kinds of creative processes, serendipity, similarity

and lastly mediation. Simplified serendipity can be described as combining old elements

into new concepts in a non-planned manner. Similarity is when concepts from the same

conceptual space is combined and mediation tries to determine the closeness between

different concepts.

From the artificial domain, Boden [19] also makes distinctions between three different cre-

ative processes. Even though slightly different, the processes can be directly connected

to the ones presented by Mednick. According to Boden the three different categories are

combinational, exploratory, and transformational.
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Combinational creativity is when already known concepts are merged into new concepts

and solutions. It differs from serendipity in that serendipity is a form of combinational

process, but in which solutions emerge in an unplanned, beneficial way to an other

problem than the initial one. The second process category that Boden presents is the

exploratory process, she talks about searching a conceptual space in which rules and con-

cepts are pre-defined [22]. Conceptual spaces makes sense from a computational approach

as they provide reasonable explanations to how ontologies can be used. It is suggested

that these conceptual spaces is connected to mental spaces which will be introduced

later as an important aspect of the Conceptual Blending Theory, and is therefore worth

emphasis now.

Continuing with different types of creativity, Mednick mentions similarity in which a

particular field is explored, related to that of conceptual spaces. For both exploratory

and similarity creativity, Boden and Mednick takes the example of poetry written in a

certain rhythm and rhyme. Within literary creativity several different writing structures

can be applied. There is an almost infinite number of sonnets that can be written, but

it is an exploratory process to find the right words to fit the rules of the given structures

rhythm and rime.

Boden’s final distinction in the creative process is the transformational creativity, which

is much rarer than the previous two which both can be found in everyday life. The

creator is here challenged to think outside the conceptual space. Instead of writing a

sonnet or a haiku in which rhythm is firmly set, one might try to write a poem that is

neither, yet still holds a certain value. Here a little imagination is needed to be able to

connect Mednick’s association theory with Boden, since both researchers speaks of the

final category in such vague terms. However, if we strip them down to their fundamental

cores, we find a similarity. In Boden’s transformational creativity, she emphasizes on

moving the concepts that are firmly set in our way of thinking into new light, while in

Mednick’s mediation, is all about bringing concepts closer and determining the distance

between concepts that usually do not go together given a conceptual space.

The similarities between the different domains, Mednick’s psychological and Boden’s AI

domain, teaches us something essential of the nature of creativity. Both theorists look

upon creativity as the result of combining known concepts into new combinations. This
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offers further motivation to look at creativity as a combinational process and a product

of divergent thinking.

2.2.4 Serendipity

Even though it sometimes is difficult to differentiate between different forms of creativity,

and that it is seemingly impossible to know where to draw the line between these forms,

there is an increasing interest on serendipity, especially in computational approaches to

creativity.

In the associative theory, Mednick [14] mentions serendipity as:

The requisite associative elements may be evoked contiguously by the con-

tiguous environmental appearance (usually an accidental contiguity) of stim-

uli which elicit these associative elements. (p. 221)

Not really providing great understanding in the terminology, it is beneficial to combine

it with the simpler definition by de Figueiredo and Campos [33]: “...the faculty of making

fortunate and unexpected discoveries by accident...” (p. 1).

Serendipity is thus “accidental”, meaning that the creative product was not originally

intended. In computational approaches, this has the great benefit of partly removing

motivation and intentionality from the equation.

The difference with serendipity and more classic forms of creativity, is that in serendipity,

the creative product is not the solution to the original problem, but rather that in the

find of a creative product, a new problem is found at the same time. The meaning or

purpose of the creative product is created in retrospect, not in relation to an original

problem.

Since the thesis rest upon the notion that creativity is a phenomenon that build new

knowledge by combining previous knowledge through association, serendipity is to be

viewed as an associate form of creativity.

It is suggested that the occurrence of serendipity insights is the result of metaphors

and analogies [33]. By combining concepts from different conceptual spaces there is a
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possibility to discover and further develop new concepts or find insights that will be

both novel and valuable.

Another important remark of serendipity is that it is not thought to be the usual case

of mere associations. It is not enough that different conceptual spaces merge and a

novel and valuable insight is found. In serendipity, the insight, or creative product, is

not a solution to the problem that was first recognized, but rather another problem

that arouse during the process. To explain this further de Figueiredo [33] uses logical

equations to differentiate serendipity from more classic forms of creativity.

The following equation illustrate a general creative process:

P1 ∈ (KP1)
⇒ S1 ∈ (KP1, KM, KN)

M ∈ (KM)

Initially there is a problem (P1), in a knowledge domain (KP1), and by using a metaphor

(M) in its own knowledge domain (KM), to guide the creative process, the results is an

insight to the problem (S1). This has its own new summarized knowledge domain (KP1,

KM, KN) from the initial problem domain (KP1), the metaphor domain (KM) and the

new knowledge (KN) that is realized in the find.

In a serendipity process de Figueiredo [33] proposes the following equation:

P1 ∈ (KP1)
⇒

P2 ∈ (KP2)

M ∈ (KM) S2 ∈ (KP2, KM, KN)

Note the difference after the implication arrow. Regardless of the initial problem (P1)

in the knowledge domain (KP1), the process has led to a solution (S2), which is the

solution to a new problem (P2). This means that serendipity does not necessarily give

a solution to the initial problem, but rather due to “accidental” combinations given the

problem domain and the (possible) metaphor domain, it finds a solution that solves a

new problem.

In science there are a vast number of serendipitous discoveries: Archimedes Eurika!-

moment, Röntgens X-ray discovery, vaccination discovered by English physician Ed-

ward Jenner, and so on. Perhaps the most famous serendipitous finding is Alexander

Fleming’s discovery of penicillin. While he was researching Staphylococcus bacteria, he
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accidentally left a Petri dish open and at his return found that mold had inhibited the

bacterial growth. The bacterial inhibition was a happy coincident to his original purpose

to study the bacteria. Consequentially, the find was an insight, since it gave a solution

to, at least with further research, how to kill bacterial infections, and this find also put

into the light the problem of “how do we kill bacteria?”.

Lets illustrate this example with the formulas presented by de Figueiredo: The original

problem (P1) is to study bacteria. Fleming had a knowledge base (KP1) regarding

bacterial growth and its properties. The solution (S2) mold inhibit bacterial growth,

was not the solution to P1, but to the new problem (P2) - how to kill bacteria?

P1: study bacteria ∈

(KP1: knowledge on

bacteria)

⇒

P2: how to kill bacteria ∈ (KP2: the

mold and bacteria relationship)

S2: mold inhibit bacterial growth ∈

(KP2, KM, KN)

It can be argued whether serendipity is a creative process as it is not the creative agent

that is performing the actual change, but realize that the change that has been made

can be valuable. The “happy coincidence” of serendipity is therefore very beneficial for

artificial approaches, as problems by simulating intentions due to an initial problem, can

be disregarded, and intentionality during the creative process is no longer an issue.

In computer science, a lot of focus has been on trying to simulate creativity using

serendipity, but André [34] point out a valid critique when he says that “for serendipity

to be valuable chance encounters must be synthesized into insight” (p. 1).

The point being that the accidental aspect of serendipity is only one of two key aspects

the other is sagacity. The first for happy coincidence and the second a connection to

what it might be good for, going back to the definitions of what all creative products

are; novel and valuable.

The biggest problem still remains; How to create a system that not only generates

random concepts, but realize that one creative find, can be valuable, when another

cannot.
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2.3 Theories of Cognition that Explain Creativity

After introducing the different types of creativity, in particular what serendipity is, a

few cognitive theories are introduced to explain how creativity might work, and how it

could be possible to approach it.

2.3.1 The Geneplore Model

In the previous section regarding the phases of the creative process from Wallas’ model,

emphasis was put on the role of consciousness. It appear as novel solutions are con-

structed under unconscious processes in the incubation phase, which is followed by the

insight. The evaluation is then followed by a conscious verification stage in which the

value of the insight was estimated.

There is a lot of support for creativity being a cycle of divergent and convergent thinking

(e.g. Cropely 2006 [35]). Under section 2.2 the two modes of thought where introduced

and Gabora [16] claims that there is substantial evidence for the hypothesis that creativity

involves the capacity to spontaneously shift back and forth between these two modes of

thinking. If divergent thinking is about defocussing, and convergent thinking is about

focusing the attention to the problem at hand, attention becomes an important aspect

of the creative process. The role of attention in creativity has support from other studies

(e.g. Kasof 1997 [36]), further indicating that creativity is a complexed phenomenon that

perhaps is not exclusively of a divergent nature.

Dietrich [13] says:

Creativity is the epitome of cognitive flexibility. The ability to break con-

ventional or obvious patterns of thinking, adopt new and/or higher order

rules, and think conceptually and abstractly is at the heart of any theory of

creativity such as Guilford’s (1950, 1967) concept of divergent thinking. (p.

4)

A definition that correlate with that of “intelligent misuse of knowledge structures”

presented by Schank and Cleary [25] in a previous section, since it indicate that the

creative process takes place in the breaking of routines.
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If creativity is the epitome of cognitive flexibility, first it needs to be able to use divergent

thinking in order to be flexible, but to be able to create something appropriate and

valuable, the process must also involve an analytical phase of evaluating and putting the

novel combinations into perspective in the given context and problem domain.

This is emphasized in the cognitive model Geneplore introduced by Finke, Ward and

Smith [10] in 1992, one of most influential models of creativity in psychological research.

Based on psychological research they present the idea that creativity is a cyclic process

in which generative; the creation of novel combinations, and exploratory; rediscovering

previous knowledge, processes are at work, limited by the problem and context domain.

Figure 2.2 demonstrate the flow of the creative process given the model. In a cyclic

motion the process change between generative and exploratory processes. The model

restrain the process by accepting product constrains, in order to keep the creative process

to both context and problem at hand.

Finke [27] describes the generative processes as mental construction of pre-inventive struc-

tures, by mentally looking at the conceptual space of the problem domain, and the

knowledge about the actual problem, in which insights and solutions may be derived.

These pre-inventive structures, or mix of concepts, are then fed to the exploratory pro-

cesses that examine the structures, their appropriateness to the context and interpret

them based on the problem. The cycle will then continue until a satisfactory solution is

created.

Finke [27] mentions a number of processes that are generative: memory retrieval, as-

sociation, mental synthesis, mental transformation, analogical transfer and categorical

reduction. He also gives a list of potential exploratory processes: attribute finding,

conceptual integration, functional inference, contextual shifting, hypothesis testing and

search for limitations. For this study, these processes are not interesting in themselves

but they do shed an interesting light on the character of the different phases in the

creative process and also what mental operations might be involved in creativity.

Looking at it with a cycle of divergent and convergent thinking in mind, the generative

processes are divergent in the sense that they defocus from the problem and look at

the whole picture, by gather knowledge and use association and analogies to increase

the knowledge base to solve the problem. The exploratory processes are instead more
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Figure 2.2: The Geneplore model

Picture taken from: Ronald A. Finke. Imagery, creativity, and emergent structure.
Consciousness and Cognition, 5:388, 1996.

of a convergent nature, they focus, use logical rules to try to find connections between

knowledge spaces, and create order on the conceptual spaces.

As the persistent search in this thesis is to discover how novelty and value are found

and how this could be defined and implemented, it is clear that in the Geneplore model,

novelty is derived from generative processes and evaluation, that result in a value, is

found in the more exploratory processes.

2.3.2 Conceptual Integration Theory

After discussing the Geneplore as the framework of creative cognition, the cognitive

machinery is still in need of further investigation. Commonly agreed upon cognitive

processes that takes part of creativity are conceptualization, imagery and metaphors [37].

One of the most important method to transfer information to new domains is through

analogies and metaphors [38]. By comparing one thing to another with different at-

tributes, knowledge previously not known about one of the objects can be gained simply

by inferring a similarity. It is suggested that it is easier to learn and understand compli-

cated phenomenons with metaphors rather than without. Similar to literary metaphors,
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analogies has the benefit of transferring properties of one relationship to an other rela-

tionship in which properties are uncertain.

In the creative process, an analogy may provide an explanation to how a problem might

be solved, by inferring the properties of a similar relation between conceptual spaces.

The classic example is the explanation of the atom, by using the solar system as an

analogical model. To explain the different layers of electrons and the electromagnetic

pull therein, the properties and the gravitation from the sun and the planets, are used.

Nagai [39] talks about the difference between how expert and novices uses analogies.

Novices, which are considered to be able to apply more creativity to the problem solving

process, are much more free in how they use analogies, whereas experts use more con-

ventional analogies. Given that experts more often adapt to routine, it is not strange

that novices more creatively apply analogies, and consequently also can display greater

creative ability.

Conceptualization is an important feature of the creative process. By sorting concepts in

conceptual spaces through relationships or associations, the emergence of new concepts

is hypothesized to be created through merging conceptual spaces [40].

That leads us to one of the most promising theories in cognition, and also of how

to approach creativity in artificial domains; the Conceptual Integration, or Conceptual

Blending, Theory. It is build on a combinational view of cognition in which all new

concepts are thought to be combinations of previously existing concepts. The theory

has support and encouragement for further studies from both artificial and psychological

directions (e.g. Gibbs 2001 [8], Yang et al. 2013 [9], and Grady 2001 [40]).

The theory was first introduced by Fauconnier and Turner under the name Concep-

tual Integration in 1998 [7]. The combinational view is thought to occur when mental

spaces, or conceptual spaces in computational approaches, merge into a new spaces

called “blends”, see figure 2.3. This new mental blended space would inherit some of

the attributes of the input spaces, yet possess emergent properties to develop its own

characteristics [41].

Following the lines of Fauconnier and Turner [7], Veale [38] explains the purpose of con-

ceptual blending as follows:
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...conceptual blending combines the smoothness of metaphor with the struc-

tural complexity and organizing power of analogy. We can think of blending

as a cognitive operation in which conceptual ingredients do not flow in a sin-

gle direction, but are thoroughly stirred together, to create a new structure

with its own emergent meanings. (p. 1)

Alexander [42] explained it with:

... blending is a common, but sophisticated and subtle mode of human

thought, somewhat, but not exactly, analogous to analogy, with its own set

of constitutive principles... (p. 2)

The idea is that both literal and metaphoric expression are based on multiple mental

models and the internal mappings between the internal concepts therein in both target

and source domains. Yang et al. [9] uses the following expression to explain the hypothe-

sis: “That stone we saw in the natural history museum is a gem”, here it is necessary to

establish a mapping between the stone in the natural history museum and the gem. In a

metaphoric expression such as: “He knows power is an intoxicant”, in the target domain

of “power”, the semantic attributes is mapped onto the source domain of “intoxicant”.

In order to understand conceptual integration, or Blending Theory, the concept of mental

space needs to be understood. Boden [22] described it as conceptual spaces in which

different conceptual groupings would have internal relations and associations to other

conceptual spaces. This correlates with the Blending Theory’s idea of mental spaces.

Fauconnier and Turner [7] defines it as “...small conceptual packets constructed as we

think and talk, for purposes of local understanding and action.” (p. 137). They are

considered to be partial assemblies of elements constructed by frames and cognitive

models. The vast variety of mental spaces are interconnected to each other by relations

of different strength and character and both the mental spaces in themselves as well as

their interrelations are modified as thought and context unfolds.

Abstract as it may be on a psychological level, after all it is still uncertain as to how

knowledge is stored in the brain. It is easier to picture this structure in AI. By creat-

ing ontologies that in different directions are connected to each other, it is possible to

simulate a conceptual space.
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Figure 2.3: Model of Conceptual Blending

Picture from: Gilles Fauconnier and Mark Turner. Conceptual integration networks.
Cognitive Science, 22(2):18, 1998

For the cognitive machinery behind conceptual blending, it is important to understand

that the model for conceptual integration takes on two, or possibly more, input spaces

that have some kind of analogical relation to one other, see figure 2.3. Between these two

input spaces there is a partial cross-space mapping in which different elements in each

space are connected. The generic space maps on to both of the inputs, and constitute

what the input layers have in common. The blend space is the resulting combination

given the two inputs, what is needed to understand the problem will be fused from the

input layers and what needs to be separated will be as such. One important feature here

is that the information that is being projected into the blend is selective, meaning that

unnecessary, or counterproductive, elements are left out since it does not help solve the

problem.

The emergent structure of these conceptual blends also needs to be attended to. Due to

the fact that conceptual spaces are mixed, new relationships can emerge and evolve, and

new compositions can emerge. Completion is another of these emergent properties that

brings additional structure to the blend, what might have been insufficient in one of the

input spaces has more information in the blended space which might complete concepts

and their interrelationship. Lastly the emergent structure of elaboration develops the

blend through imaginative mental stimulation given the current logics and principles.
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This might go on indefinitely with new completion structures, as well as new logics and

principles, emerging through the continuation of elaborative processes [7,41].

It is suggested that this view of cognition is compatible with both human psychological

and computation views of creative associations and will therefore be viewed as the

foundation for the cognitive machinery in the creative process.



Chapter 3

Defining Creativity

3.1 The Problem with Creativity Definitions

The previous chapters looked at a few ideas on what creativity is and how it might

work on a cognitive level, but much is still undefined and there is a lack of satisfactory

definitions of the phenomenon of creativity. In line with this thesis’ skeptical view of

the standard definition, and the plethora of more unconventional definitions, Klausen [2]

express that “...the standard definition of creativity is problematic and maybe in a even

worse state than generally acknowledged by creativity researchers themselves.” (p. 347)

The problem with defining creativity is that it does not appear as a measurable concepts

such as “hight” or “weight”, instead it resembles more undefinable concepts such as

“humor” or “beauty”, which are evaluated very subjectively. One of the biggest problems

in creativity research is the lack of a clear, agreed upon definitions of creativity that

satisfactorily explain the phenomenon. Instead, even before the research is attempted,

one of the biggest challenges begins.

One of the problems is that the word creativity is a fairly young term [1]. This creates an

inconsistency in both how it is used and how it is received. There is evidence supporting

the view that different societies and cultures speaks of creativity with different semantics.

What is to be consider creative is based on context, sometimes irregularly so, and fashion,

emotional states, and individual preferences play part in how creativity is perceived [2].

To make matters even more complicated, creativity is looked upon differently from

psychological, philosophical and artificial approaches. In the field of AI, Cardoso et

26
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al. [6] mention how much of research discussions in computational creativity is focused

around simply trying to find common ground as to where the limits of creativity are to

be drawn.

Beside the multitude of uses of the word “creativity”, problems of defining creativity

occur in all scientific domains. Most of the classic problems can be found in philosophy,

in which the debate on what creativity is can go on forever. In psychology creativity

definitions are limited not only by the different cultural and semantic uses of the word

creativity, but also to the limitations of current knowledge, or lack of knowledge, on

what cognition is and how it functions, and the connections to the neurological system

in general. For AI approaches creativity definitions are often more relaxed, where the

cognitive process of creativity is often disregarded. Instead systems that have a novel

output is often assumed to be sufficient to be described as creative [19].

In interdisciplinary studies, such as this one, it is even more important for concept

definitions to be the same in each field. The definition has to take both psychological

and computational research into account, accepting criteria that can be applied both

to biological and artificial agents, and at the same time be as precise as possible to

minimize flaws in explanations on the creative process and the characteristics of the

creative product and creative agent.

The philosophical question of “can a computer really be creative?”, is a problem regard-

less whether a more human psychological approach or a more computational approach

is applied to the definition. It is suggested that for this question to be answered in the

affirmative, the creativity exhibited by artificial systems has to take three aspects of cre-

ativity into account, that though often mentioned as part of creativity definitions rarely

are combined, not the least, in artificial approaches. These aspects are: the creative

product, the creative agent and the creative process.

The proposition is based on previously explored ideas, the previously mentioned cog-

nitive models, and what appears as human intuition on creativity. The motivation for

these three aspects is due to their common use in natural language as beholders of cre-

ativity: “She’s very creative”, “He was engaged in a creative process” and “That is one

of the most creative ads I have ever seen.” i Examples that indicate that creativity lies
iExamples taken from Klausen, 2010, p. 350
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not only in the creative product, as the standard definition proposes, but also in the

creative agent and the creative process.

3.2 Aspect I: The Creative Product

The standard definition of creativity take two things into account; novelty and value.

Both Stein and Mednick used definitions that focused on these two concepts, that even

today are the most fundamental criteria for a definition of creativity.

“Novelty” is the most important aspect for something to be considered creative. The

creative product needs at least novelty on a personal level, as according to Boden’s [22]

P-creativity. If it is not novel, it is simply gathered from memory or perception, and

violate the most basic aspect of what is to be considered creative.

To which degree “value” has to be a part of creativity definitions is on the other hand

debated. Gudmund J. W. Smith [43] argue that it does not afford the phenomenon of

creativity any more clarity to add a criterion to the product, which in itself does not lie

in the cognitive sphere. Instead he infers that the evaluative function is always an inter-

pretation of how the product relate to the contextual reality, and that in psychological

research the usefulness of creative products should not be taken into account. Impor-

tant to note is that this does only remove value from the cognitive part of creativity,

not from the concept of creativity in itself, he also acknowledge that a creative product

is not without relevance.

It is also interesting to debate the importance of value in terms of how “successful” the

creative product has to be. There is a fine line between something creative and something

mad [2,43]. If the creative product does not hold any value it is regarded as madness or

nonsense, but as soon as the product is successful it is creative. How successful does

something really have to be? Klausen [2] proposes that: “It is thus preferable to speak

instead of a process which has a propensity for resulting in a novel work.” (p. 349)

putting focus on the creative process rather than the actual use of the creative product.

Klausen also demonstrate how it is likely that there is a balanced relationship between

novelty and value. If there is a lack of novelty, value can to a certain degree make up

for it, and vice versa, when determining whether something is creative or not [2].
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In a sense the value aspect is detached from the cognitive sphere, as it is the context that

determines whether or not the creative product is useful and appropriate. Social theories

on cognition and creativity is in many ways disregarded in this thesis as they do not

directly offer any benefits to the artificial approaches to creativity, given the current state

of AI, and therefore the idea of value as being disconnected from the cognitive sphere

is disregarded. Instead value is considered an essential part of creativity, regardless of

the fact that value in many cognitive approaches is considered a part of a larger system

and not an individual aspect. Because without value, the only criterion for the creative

product would be novelty, which according to previous reasoning has been found to be

insufficient for both human and artificial agents to be considered creative.

The first criteria that will constitute the proposed definition is thus:

Criterion 1. Creative products are i) novel and, ii) valuable.

These two concepts deal with the creative outcome, the creative product. Indicating that

everything preceding the creative product does not affect the attribution of creativity.

It will be further argued that this is insufficient to properly constitute a definition for

creativity.

3.3 Aspect II: The Creative Agent

It seems that we have an intuition on what is to be considered creative and what is

not. Debates can go on forever on where to draw the line of creative behavior [6]. Given

that plenty of seemingly creative products are both novel and valuable, they are not

always the outcome of a creative process. This is one reason why artificial approaches

to creativity struggles to be taken seriously outside the domain. To explain this lets

compare a few different situations.

Consider the stone formations of the Grand Canyon. Created during millions of years

when different dirt layers were pressed together and later carved out by the Colorado

River. The formations can be seen as both novel and valuable from several different

angles, e.g. to more effectively transport water and value as a beautiful scenery. Yet the

process that ended in this outcome is in most circumstances not considered creative, the

exception being some religious and philosophical domains. Scientifically speaking, the

Grand Canyon is not considered a creative product.
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In a similar way, we can look to the animal kingdom. Consider that if an ant creates an

artistic masterpiece in the sand by following the, by other ants, laid pheromone trails, or

picture a termite nest that is both technically advanced and beneficial for temperature

circulation. Despite great value and novelty, neither of these situations are considered

creative. Instead we think of them as the consequences of evolution, natural phenomenon

or perhaps mere chance.

So even with a novel and valuable product, neither the agent nor the process are con-

sidered creative, which in turn prohibit the product to be viewed as such.

Schank and Cleary [25] described creativity as the “intelligent misuse of knowledge struc-

tures” in routine cognition. This is an interesting description as it demonstrate how

creative solutions emerge in situations in which the routine no longer work. It also im-

ply that creative solutions may not come from mere chance, but that there is a need for

a knowledge base in which routine solutions can be redirected. Both the ant and Grand

Canyon could be perceived as simply following “routine procedure” since they lack the

intelligence to consciously realize when a creative detour has been performed.

The first point to be made is that the suggested “creative agents” in the previous ex-

amples, rather obviously does not have enough of a knowledge database to be able to

redirect the routine procedures, and not enough cognitive ability to be able to process

any knowledge or understanding, and therefore no intentionality. On a second note, it

is also clear that neither agent intended to create something novel, indicating the need

for some motivation in creative processes.

Cognitive ability, both as a knowledge storage capacity and as a processing capacity, is

fundamental for the agent to be considered creative. The agents in the examples lack a

sufficient cognitive ability, or intelligence to be creative. Intelligence may be viewed as

many things but here it will be defined as the “ability to solve problems and adapt to

the environment”, which first imply cognitive functions that can solve problems, as well

as being able to adjust these functions based on contextual evaluative properties.

Knowledge is an important part of creativity, which the creative agent need to have

access to, either through perception or through prior knowledge. Finke [27] says that

“...creative imagination is often structured by prior knowledge, typical features of familiar

categories, or recently seen examples” (p. 389), clearly indicating that knowledge and
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LTM play an essential role in creative performance. The consensus that knowledge is

stored in associate networks in the brain [13] also indicate that LTM is of an associate

nature, one of the assumptions of the nature of creativity, providing a connection between

how associations in LTM are connected to the generation of new concepts.

Finke [27] also mentions that even though previous knowledge and conventions play an

important role, it is not necessarily the case that knowledge is accessed through con-

scious awareness. This leads to the role of working memory (WM) in creativity. WM

is a cognitive phenomenon involved in more specific processes such as self-construct,

abstract thinking, self-reflective consciousness, planning and cognitive flexibility [13], all

processes directly involved in creative tasks. This since a partly associative process of

creativity based on Mednick’s [14] research was assumed, and because WM brings out

information from the associate memory [44]. There is also significant bio-psychological

evidence pointing towards WM being connected to associate thoughts (e.g. Sarnthein

et al. 1998 [45]) further suggesting that WM is an essential part of associations, and

consequently also creative insight.

Which relationship WM has with creative insight, is still under some debate. It is clear

that it does play an essential role, but it is not certain on which stage. One suggestion is

to look at the divergent and convergent cycle of the creative process. If WM is thought

to be a model for conscious awareness, as suggested by Dietrich [13], it plays an essential

role in the convergent, exploratory phase of the creative process.

Other support for WM’s role of creative insight is in the the Cerebellar/Working Memory

Theory of Novelty and Innovation introduced by Vandervert [46]. The theory connects

the feed-forward models of the cerebellum to WM, and how WM is connected to the

pre-frontal cortex and other areas that has been found to be particularly active during

creative performance. Due to the complex nature of the Cerebellum, few studies have

been made to satisfactorily support this theory, but it does indicate the desire to inves-

tigate the role of WM in creative performance. The theory offer an interesting angle to

the idea that creativity is a result of reprogramming routine behavior. The cerebellum

is often hypothesized to be the center of control and learned behavior. If creativity is

the bypassing of expertize knowledge and routine behavior, the cerebellum should be in

active collaboration with WM to achieve this.
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Alongside of the need for LTM and WM in creative performance, the need for intelli-

gence is also supported by the the Threshold Theory [37]. The theory proposes that for

an agent to possess creative ability s/he need an intelligence exceeding a certain thresh-

old. The theory also state that creative ability correlate with increased IQ up to an

approximate of 120, after which the correlation is under some discussion [11,47]. Motiva-

tion for the threshold, and also for the need of some level of intelligence, is summarized

by Runco [48] with: “Creative thinking often requires basic information processing, and

perhaps a modicum of knowledge.” (p. 325)

Apart from lack of intelligence, the second property that intuitively prevents us from

acknowledging the ant and Grand Canyon any creative ability, is what was briefly men-

tioned as intentionality. The agents are not planning on creating anything novel and

applies no meaning to the process and product. Here two different concepts needs to be

established: intention and intentionality. Finke [27] introduces the concept with an illu-

sion of intentionality, in which intentions, or purpose, was tightly connected to ascribing

meaning. Therefore these two concepts will be tightly connected.

To what extent intentions should be considered is difficult to assess, as it is not clear how

it can be measured. Klausen [2] says that there should be a minimum of an intention of

novelty requirement in creativity definitions. The agent has to be aware that the process

is creative. In the debate on which roles chance and intentions play in creative processes

and to which extents, both sides have support. The purpose of this thesis is to discuss

artificial creativity, in which intentions and awareness becomes an even larger problem

than in psychological research. Much of the research in artificial domains on creativity,

has focused on serendipity, where creativity would be considered more chance natured

than intention naturedi.

However, it is not enough to have an intention of being creative, the agent has to ascribe

meaning to the creative process and the creative product. Finke [27] argued that it is in

retrospect that pre-inventive structures are given purpose and meaning. For this to be

possible the artificial agent need to possess some form of intentionality.

On the note of computational intentionality, Searle [49] stated that:
iDue to the lack of obvious intentions in serendipity, it is in some creativity theories not considered

to be a form of creativity. For the purposes of this thesis these theories will be disregarded, but briefly
discussed in chapter 5
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Such intentionality as computers appear to have is solely in the minds of

those who program them and those who use them, those who send in the

input and those who interpret the output. (p. 11)

Searle’s rather pessimistic view on artificial intentionality can be debated, but it still

argued that for the artificial agent to be creative some measure of understanding and

intentionality is needed. The agent need to have a mental representation, an awareness,

for the creative process, the problem, the context, and the solution. For the purposes of

this thesis, intentions and intentionality will be simplified with: awareness of the creative

process and context, which is supported by the chance nature of serendipity. This is

further motivated by the second criteria presented under the creative product. If the

creative product is to be valuable, some form of evaluation needs to be done meaning

that a level of intentionality is needed. For this to be possible the creative agent needs

to be aware of the creative process and the context in which it is active.

These assumptions leads to a second criterion to apply to the emerging definition of

creativity.

Criterion 2. The creative agent has i) intelligence that allows for knowledge storage and

cognitive operations, ii) awareness of this knowledge, the cognitive operations and the

context.

This has provided two characteristics of the creative agent, intelligence and awareness,

in which creativity is connected. There are undoubtedly more characteristics that could

be taken into account, in particular with studies in the psychological domain, but for

the purposes of this thesis these two should suffice.

These two characteristics of the creative agent together with the two necessary charac-

teristics of the creative product paves the way to look closer at the creative process.

3.4 Aspect III: The Creative Process

The creative process, is by far the most difficult, of the three aspects of creativity, to

dissect. As of yet, little is known of what goes on in creative tasks from a psychological

and neurological point of view.
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It is more or less consensus that the creative process is a two phase process. After a

problem is found a generation phase of new ideas is performed, followed by an evaluative

phase. Studies have shown that these phases work more or less independently from each

other, indicating that the involved mental operations differ between the two phases [50,51].

The presented Geneplore model illustrate how these two phases are constructed with a

generative phase of primarily divergent thinking and an exploratory phase with primarily

convergent thinking. This is also supported by the creative process model proposed by

Wallas, in which the role of consciousness is taken into account in the different phases.

This provides a framework for the creative process that is divided into two fundamen-

tally different phases. The cognitive machinery behind these two parts become thus

fundamentally different. The generative phase has been more thoroughly studied and a

number of different mental operations that take part has been suggested, e.g. applica-

tion, analogy, combination and abstraction [52].

The exploratory phase is much more uncertain. Suggested is that unconscious processes

connects to stored values and previous experience in order to sort out ideas that are no

longer applicable, and when the ideas are put in WM, the contextual input determine

which are appropriate and which are not. In the previous chapter Finke [27] suggested a

few possible exploratory processes, including conceptual integration, contextual shifting

and search for limitations.

The theory of conceptual integration was suggested to be of a generative nature, in that

it blends already known concepts into new ones, but at the same time it does provide

one satisfactory blend. Contextual shifting and search for limitations, are both processes

that looks to the context and what is directly involved in the problem and its possible

solutions. In this phase LTM and perception of the context becomes important aspects.

Based on this we can determine a few characteristics of the creative process:

Criterion 3. The creative process is i) of a problem solving character, ii) a circular

process of generative and evaluative cognitive abilities, in which the iii) generation of

novel concepts is done by combining previous knowledge and perception, and, iv) the

evaluation is performed by checking appropriateness based on previous knowledge and

context
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3.5 A Holistic Definition of Creativity

The presented aspects of creativity provides a new character of how to define creativity,

than what can be found in most common definitions. It looks at creativity from three

different aspects, in contrast to most previous definitions that look at only one of these.

In order to properly determine what constitutes creativity, it is suggested that it is

insufficient to only look at the creative product, which previously has been the most

unifying aspect in creativity research. As proposed by theorist after theorist, through

scientific experimentation and theoretical frameworks, the creative product has to be

both novel and valuable. However, the proposition for a more holistic definition also has

to take the creative agent and the creative product into account.

The creative agent has to reach a certain level of intelligence in order to be able to

perform the cognitive operations that we associate with creative processes and behavior.

It also has to have capacity to be aware of the problem at hand and the context in which

the agent is operating.

For psychological research the creative process is perhaps the most interesting aspect,

since it could offer deeper insights to how cognition and creativity actually works. It is

suggested that the creative process has to be viewed as a cyclic process of generative

and exploratory modes of thinking. The creative process illustrate the characteristics of

the creative agent, how consciousness and structured planing is important, but also the

allowance for free association and more unconscious thought patterns. Here WM plays

a big role, but also LTM is important to provide knowledge to the emerging concepts in

the generative modes of thinking. In the exploratory mode, LTM and perception needs

to be accessed to provide appropriate information to the evaluation, and WM works as

a buffer of the generated ideas that need to be evaluated.

Based on these three fundamental aspects of creativity and the theories presented in

chapter 2, the following definition is suggested:

Definition 3.1. Creativity is a problem solving process performed by an intelligent and,

to a problem and context, aware agent, that through a cycle of generative and evaluative

cognitive functions, creates a novel and valuable product.
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Artificial Creativity

4.1 Artificial Intelligence and Creativity

The desire and visions of artificial life and intelligence can be found throughout all of

history, in ancient Greece, to middle ages, to our modern times. Today, we are closer

than ever and AI is not just a futuristic vision. AI surround us in everyday life; in

technology, cars, infrastructure, to name a few. AI has reached the point in which it

in some areas greatly surpass human capacities, e.g. making faster and more accurate

calculations, and to faster and more accurately store and access large amounts of data.

However, the desire to create general AI, or strong AI, meaning artificial agents that have

an intelligence that resemble human capabilities, is yet beyond the horizon. Computers

still struggle with simple cognitive tasks such as understanding language or recognizing

objects.

Creativity, often considered the essence that separate man from machine, is of course

very much included in this problematic domain. Wiggins [53] presents what he refer to

as part of the folklore of AI, the following definition on intelligence:

The performance of tasks, which, if performed by a human, would be deemed

to require intelligence. (p. 450)

Despite not clarifying anything on which cognitive, or computational, components con-

stitute intelligence, it provides a good foundation on how to perceive AI in relation to

36
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human intelligence. One way to determine if a machine have reached general AI, is to

see if it passes a Turing Testi. As of today, no machine has passed this test.

Arguments could be made that the Turing Test is insufficient, as the test only demon-

strate if an agent has succeeded in being perceived as intelligence, rather than actually

possess intelligence [54]. Searle’s Chinese Room argumentii can easily be used as a counter

argument, claiming that simply displaying intelligence does not necessary entail posses-

sion of actual intelligence [49]. If this is the case for AI, the same question can be asked

for artificial creativity as a field included in AI [6].

If artificial creativity is dependent on the progress of general AI, we must not only

consider what it means to be creative, but also what it means to be intelligent, and how

intelligence can be implemented artificially. In the previous chapter intelligence was

presented as one of the fundamental properties of the creative agent and even though AI

has gone through a lot of progress in increasing the intellectual capacities of the artificial

agent, human intelligence is far from reached. Many of the problems for AI in general

is therefore also fundamental issues to deal with in creativity research.

Wiggins [53] continues in the same paper as above to define artificial creativity. He uses

the same quote but simply changes the last word, intelligence, with creativity. This

simple definition of artificial creativity is equally undefined on the level of processes and

cognitive components, but it does show some insights on the intuition on creativity. The

computer could be creative, if the tasks performed would, by a human, require creativity.

Since artificial creativity is a field in AI, many problems found in artificial creativity

are based on problems in AI in general. The computer is very good at creating novelty

by using a set of rules and data, but falters when asked to evaluate it without human

assistance.
iThe Turing Test: If a human evaluator cannot determine whether it is interacting with a computer

or a human being, the computer is regarded as fulfilling the criterion for intelligence. Named after its
inventor Alan Turing

iiThe Chinese Room: A person sits in an enclosed room, transforming incoming symbols to new
output symbols by using a set of transformation rules. The question is that if these symbols turn
out to be Chinese letters, do the person inside the room understand Chinese? The argument is used
to suggest that even if computers display intelligent behavior, they are simply information processing
entities without actual understanding of the processed information.
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4.2 Problems and Previous Approaches for Artificial Cre-

ativity

Whether a computer can be truly creative or not, is the philosophical question that

needs to be investigated when discussing artificial creativity.

Ada Lovelace, one of the pioneers in computational advancements and the programmer

of the first “computer”, said the following on the advancement of analytical engines and

their possibility to create, in Notes on the Analytical Engine, 1843:

The Analytical Engine has no pretensions whatever to originate anything. It

can do whatever we know how to order it to perform. It can follow analysis;

but it has no power of anticipating any analytical relations or truths.

The last statement: “it has no power of anticipating any analytical relations or truths”,

is the fundamental problem of evaluation that research in artificial creativity struggles

with. It is true that computers have come very far from the days of Lovelace, but it

is still a fundamental problem: that the machine struggles when determining which

relations are of value and how these are to be found. Directly related to the evaluation

phase of the creative process.

The second part of her statement is also of great interest; that the machine always only

do what we order it to. The argument that a creative agent that is rule-based can never

think “outside the box” and therefore can never be truly creative. Even if the program

would pass a “creative” Turing Test, it would be regarded as simulated creativity, not

real creativity.

The last comment on Lovelace’s quote is her introduction: that the analytical engine has

no pretensions to originate anything. A direct critique and skepticism to AI in general,

and with a firm hand indicating that artificial creativity is definitely an impossibility.

Why would she claim this so strongly? and a better question yet: Why do our intuition

still point in the same direction?

In the previous chapter it was determined that the creative product, the creative agent

and the creative process, had to have a number of properties in order for something to

be considered creative. To determine whether computers can be truly creative, lets look
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at each of the aspects in the presented definition from an AI point of view, to determine

why Lovelace’s quote still has a certain appeal.

4.2.1 The Creative Product

Lovelace claimed that the computer “has no pretensions to originate anything”, this is

still much of the intuition on creativity, but lets split it up into the two properties of

the creative product. Criterion 1 stated that for the creative product to be considered

a result of creative processes, it has to be novel and valuable.

Novelty is the easiest of the two, as a multitude of AI programs demonstrate the possi-

bility to generate jokes (e.g. JAPE), poems, art (e.g. AARON), and solve problems. It

is not the creation of something novel that is the problem in artificial domains.

However, the product also has to be valuable. In many cases the generated novel product

does have value. The puns produced by JAPE [55] are laughable, sometimes due to a

exhibited sense of humor and sometimes due to a lack of logical sensei, but they do,

in many cases, come close to the play of words humans often make. Constructed of

rather sophisticated semantic rules and databases of words, JAPE display understanding

of phonetics, ambiguity and categorization. Of course, JAPE does not display any

understanding of its processes, and humans are the ones who evaluates the quality of

the jokes. So even if humans perceive the jokes as funny, thereby ascribing it value,

JAPE is not laughing.

AARON is another “creative” system and one of the most successful painting artifi-

cial agents. It produces beautiful art pieces that occasionally well exceeds the average

humans artistic talent. Its creator Harold Cohen [56], agrees that self-awareness is an es-

sential part to a truly creative AI. AARON does not have it, instead it generate picture

after picture given a certain input. Figure 4.1 is one picture of “a very large number” [56]

given the input: How to Draw Three People in a Botanical Garden. It is a human who

selects which of these are worth keeping.
iSome of JAPE’s highest scored jokes:

What do you call a murderer that has fibre? A cereal killer.
What kind of pig can you ignore at a party? A wild bore.
What kind of emotion has bits? A love byte.
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Figure 4.1: "Meeting On Gauguin’s Beach", 1988

Harold Cohen. the further exploits of aaron, painter.
SEHR: Constructions of the Mind, 4(2), July 1995.

http://www.stanford.edu/group/SHR/4-2/text/ cohen.html

Even though creative programs occasionally spit out something humans consider to be

valuable, there are a lot of creations that to a human eye does not hold any value.

Jokes do not make sense or is not particularly funny, art pieces are neither beautiful or

interesting, and so on. The difficulty that comes in regards to the creative product is

that the artificial agent, or program, is not capable of determining when the creative

product is valuable. By following its instructions it will simply continue creating novel

product after novel product. There is no selection between the products or reflection

on their value. The agent is not sufficiently aware of the problem, or the context, to by

itself create an appropriate assessment of the quality of the creative product [57].

A human takes a range of different, both conscious and unconscious, aspects into account

when evaluating a product. Individual, cultural, contextual, and problem related issues,

all has to be taken into account to make a proper assessment of the product’s value [41].

AI has only started touching on subjects needed to solve these issues.
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4.2.2 The Creative Agent

Criterion 2 states that the creative agent need to be of sufficient intelligence and aware of

the process to determine appropriateness in the context in which the problem is situated.

It can be argued that the creative agent in artificial approaches differs little from the

previous examples with the ant and the Grand Canyon, in the lines of how Lovelace

argued that a rule-based system never can be truly creative.

On the note of intelligence, it can easily be argued that the artificial agent is not suf-

ficiently intelligent to be creative. This has nothing to do with problems with compu-

tations, in which artificial systems in general greatly outperform humans. Instead the

problem lies in that the computer is far from having all the information that a normal

adult human has in their LTM, and that this information is not organized in a way that

allows for associations in the same way as in humans.

Boden [19] summarize this problem in artificial intelligence with the following words:

No current AI-system has access to the rich and subtly structured stock of

concepts that any normal adult human being has built up over a lifetime.

(p. 26)

Given the widely accepted notion that creativity is an associative process in which previ-

ous knowledge is combined and that humans have the ability to store more information in

LTM, and access and process it more quickly. How can we possibly attempt to compare

human association performance with that of an artificial agent?

Veale [38] suggests that one way to attempt to build a large enough database is to use the

World Wide Web. It would provide the system with more than enough world knowledge

needed to produce, at least a limited, form of blending. It is of course still a problem of

how this kind of system should be implemented since the information available on the

Internet, not only exceeding computational limits, but is continuously expanding, and

that the information is not particularly well sorted. Other suggestions include getting

more limited information from online sites like Twitter [58].

When discussing combinational creativity the problem of databases is a fundamental

issue to solve. How do we create a system that has access to enough concepts in order to
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make new ones from them to the same degree a human can? This problem is one of the

bottlenecks for artificial creativity presented by Boden [57] namely domain expertise. It

is suggested that for an artificial agent to be called intelligent it is in need of a personal

knowledge base that grows as new concepts are discovered through perception or through

own construction [54].

There are of course some examples of artificial agents where domain expertise has been

reached to some extent. IBM’s chess agent Deep Blue, a super computer that defeated

world champion Garry Kasparov in 1997 by winning two out of six games, in which

Kasparov only won one and three were draws [59]. It calculates all possible moves and

makes the best one given the current board structure. A human player would have a

completely different strategy. A human conceptualize the board, how her defense and

attack should look and works towards the goal of winning the game [60].

Another perhaps more interesting example is IBM’s knowledge database Watson that in

2011 won Jeopardy by beating the two US national champions. Watson is an interesting

agent to discuss further as it demonstrate impressive skills to answer tricky questions

that stretches over a vast number of domains.

Watson was taught through machine learning by being fed thousands of Jeopardy ques-

tions and their answers, in order to find patterns between questions and answers. It

is in possession of a database of informational documents of a size of 16 TB (1012) of

RAMi [61]. When Watson is given a clue it first cuts it into grammatical parts, looking

for keywords. Then powerful search engines searches through the document database for

the keywords, determining statistically, based on the fit for the keyword combination,

which is the most probable answer [60]. Chris Welty at IBM research summarizes Wat-

son’s performance by saying “It is making statistical judgments based on how different

pieces of evidence have gone together in questions and answers we have given it”. [60]

It is interesting to look at Watson’s RAM memory by comparison with the human

brain. Watson contains an enormous database of 16 TB of RAM filled with informational

documents. Even though Watson’s processing structure is very different from the human

brain, it is none the less interesting to attempt a comparison. Given that the human

brain contains roughly 100 billion neurons, and if each neuron could store one byte,

the brain would store 1 TB of information. However, as it is assumed that the brain
iMost laptops contain between 1 and 4 GB (109) RAM and additional memory space on harddrives
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store knowledge not directly in neurons but in the interconnections between different

neurons, the estimations end up somewhere between 500 and 1000 TB, which far exceed

Watson’s RAM capacity. One of the pioneers in the computer and cognitive sciences,

von Neumann [62], estimated that the human memory capacity had to be as much as

2, 8 ∗ 1020 byte, or 28 million TB.

Regardless of how much storage capacity the brain actually have, super computers are

currently heading in the direction of more and faster accessible domain expertise. But

it is not enough for a creative agent to only answer questions, or have enough RAM

that is quick enough and can anticipate every possible chess move. It needs to have an

understanding of what it produces.

The second aspect of the creative agent is therefore that it has to have a degree of

awareness of the creative process and context, as well as an understanding of what

is represented in this awareness, an intentionality of the situation. It is unlikely that

Deep Blue would be able to solve any other type of problem, its only function is to

calculate possible chess positions and make the most beneficial move, not to display

creative behavior. It is also unlikely that the system is capable of grasping the context

in which it is active in. It is of course aware of the process in that all of the chess

moves are processed, but this information is not put in relation to anything else. It

could possibly motivate a particular move by saying that it was the best move given the

current positions on the board, but is that enough to display an understanding?

Searle [49] argued that the program itself does not contain any intentionality, meaning

understanding of its process and the elements involved. Intentionality is something that

lies in the people programming it, or the ones interpreting the results. The program

only follows the implemented rules.

Boden [19], and other computer scientists, addresses this by stating that it is undeniably

true that the computer program will always do as it is told, but that the computer

program may contain rules that “changes itself”. By allowing genetic algorithms, or other

evolutionary algorithms, to systematically change the program the computer can not

only improve itself, through some form of evaluation, but also show signs of innovation.

It has been argued that it is due to awareness that the creative agent is able to evaluate

the product, assuming this to be true, it is also the case that much of the evaluation
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goes on without conscious awareness. Experiments support that humans use unconscious

processes to aid the creative process and the evaluation of the product (e.g. Gallate et

al. 2012 [30] and Ritter et al. 2012 [63]). These unconscious evaluation processes appear

to be directly integrated in the creative process, and it is common that artists cannot

in retrospect motivate color choice or why something was altered. Yet the artists are

aware of the process in that they can relate the process and the product to the context

and previous knowledge, unlike artificial agents like Deep Blue.

It can be argued that computers are not capable of being aware of the process and the

contextual data, but it is even more correct to say that they are incapable of not being

aware of any data that has been processed. If the artificial agent is programmed to

process context and stored data, from perception and knowledge databases, the agent is

aware of it. Here two problem are born. The first is how to allow for perceptual input

to the artificial agent, so that it can correctly sort out relevant information to analyze

what is appropriate given a particular context. Secondly, what does this unconscious

evaluation process actually tell us about the creative process? Bringjord et al. [54] sug-

gested that an artificial agent is creative, when another agent had access to all the data

and processing rules of that first agent, and still cannot generate the same result. This

indicate that the awareness has two sides, one that is not necessarily directly accessible

to the agent itself. A notion that correlate with Wallas’ model of creative thinking, and

the roles of consciousness therein.

This thesis primarily looks to the field of serendipity, in which conscious awareness can

be delayed to the point in which the creative product has to be evaluated. This goes well

with Finke’s [27] idea of an illusion of intentionality in innovation, meaning that when

a creative product is, mentally or physically, constructed, it can be given a purpose in

retrospect.

This important part of awareness and evaluation in the creative agent is easiest viewed

from the perspective of the creative process.

4.2.3 The Creative Process

It has been stressed that in artificial approaches emphasis is on the creative product being

novel and valuable. Transforming information through random generation is a possible
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way to generate novelty. Despite arguments claiming that randomness is not part of

human creativity [16,18] it is often used in artificial approaches. Historically speaking, and

also today, the creative element have often been described as a “controlled randomness”

in artificial domains. The summer research project on AI in 1956 at Dartmouth College,

often considered to be one of the most important events for the initiation of the research

domain of AI, presented on Randomness and Creativity the following [64]:

A fairly attractive and yet clearly incomplete conjecture is that the difference

between creative thinking and unimaginative competent thinking lies in the

injection of a some randomness. The randomness must be guided by intuition

to be efficient. In other words, the educated guess or the hunch include

controlled randomness in otherwise orderly thinking.

Even then it was clear that randomness did not provide the entire solution to how

creativity can be constructed, it needed some guidance. Suggested is that randomness

provides novelty, and intuition or the “educated guess” provides an efficient element, in

other words value.

In previous chapters these two fundamental notions were thought to arise in humans

due to a cycle of divergent and convergent thinking, a generative and an evaluative

phase. It was suggested that novelty mainly comes from the generative phase and that

the evaluative phase determine the creative product’s value. With this in mind it is not

surprising that the generative phase has been rather successful in artificial approaches.

Both AARON and JAPE shows clear signs of novelty in their products, but no signs of

awareness or evaluation.

4.2.3.1 The generative phase

The generative phase in artificial approaches to creativity is considered a stochastic

process, in which random variables are combined. There are many ways in which this can

be done artificially. One simple way would be to design the phase by using a combination

of randomization functions, a set of algorithmic rules, and a large enough database of

concepts to create new blends, according to the rules of conceptual blending. So to

artificially simulate the divergent thinking phase, or the generation of new concepts, is
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not particularly difficult. It can easily be done by randomization functions and classic

AI paradigms such as genetic algorithms or case-based reasoning [41].

Boden [19] argues that genetic algorithms may be viewed as a form of innovation in ar-

tificial systems. Genetic algorithms provides the system with an evolutionary quality,

in that two parent states are combined. A fitness function then guides the development

in order to optimize based on the problem, and a random mutation with a small inde-

pendent probability provides a possibility for novelty in the outcome [65]. Using genetic

algorithms is one of the best methods in solving optimization problems due to the fitness

function, but can also be designed to favor exploration instead, focusing on simulating

divergent thinking and creating novelty [66]. The crossover transformations from the two

parental states and the randomized mutation provides the “creative” process with a di-

mension of novelty. In order to properly follow in the footsteps of the pioneers of AI,

the system needs to control this randomness with an “educated guess”, it is not enough

that the genetic algorithms themselves strive for optimal solutions.

Another way to approach the divergent phase is through case-based reasoning. It is a

form of analogical transfer in which problems are solved by looking at previous problems

of a similar structure. Many AI projects on creativity uses analogies and metaphors as

a means of creating novelty (e.g. Xiao and Blat 2013 [67], Thorogood and Pasquier

2013 [58]), which in many ways is directly connected to the Conceptual Blending Theory,

which also uses analogies as a means of transferring information between mental spaces.

It is also directly linked to divergent thinking, often described as thinking using analogies.

Case-based reasoning is a convenient way of solving problems and it is compatible with

the current knowledge of human cognition.

In literature metaphors and analogies are often used as a means for adding more inter-

pretations and value than what can be directly written. Metaphors are consequently one

way of storing information. Shakespeare’s famous quote from the balcony scene (Act

2, scene 2) in Romeo and Juliet: “It is the east, and Juliet is the sun” [68], is difficult

enough for humans to interpret and consequently provide insight in the difficulty for

artificial agents to understand the text. It is not enough to know what “the east” is and

what “the sun” is. The properties of the situation, of the conceptual properties of the

sun and how these properties are to be transfered to Juliet has to be understood. One

interpretation would be: “Juliet is very large and yellow”, but unlikely to be accepted
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as an appropriate interpretation. Another, more likely, is something along the lines of:

“Juliet appears and is as a warm, shining light”. The problem for artificial agents is

first, to store all the properties relevant for the analogy, and secondly, how to determine

which properties to transfer.

The joke generator JAPE [55], is a simple version of how it could be implemented to

create artificial agents that can understand metaphors. By providing concepts several

meaningsi and associations, metaphors might come to be understood. The problem

once again, is that artificial agents are far from having a sufficient amount of conceptual

associations outside of their own knowledge database to be able to do this. It is also

the case that a human must program all of the conceptual associations and meanings.

JAPE does not learn or create any associations by itself.

Regardless of the current limitations, these methods provides proposals of how to model

a generative phase of creativity. Both manage to transfer previous knowledge onto a new

problem either through analogical transfer or through probabilistic random generation.

The problem is that neither by themselves provides an explanation to the exploratory

phase in the creative process or to the “educated guess”. Context and appropriateness

needs to be addressed as well.

Boden [57] presented two bottlenecks for artificial creativity. The first one was domain

expertise, discussed above, and the second is connected to the evaluative phase of the

creative process, namely: evaluation of the product.

4.2.3.2 The evaluative phase

For artificial creativity to be judged by human standards, it needs to be understood how

humans perform the evaluative phase of the creative process, of which our understanding

is slowly increasing. The most important insight is how human agents work within a

context. DiPaola and Gabora [18] uses the following words to explain how the creative

idea generation is dependent on an intermixed relationship of the mind and the context:

It is proposed that a creative idea evolves through a process of context-driven

actualization of potential, [...] That is, an idea exists in a certain state with
iThe generated joke: “What do you do if you find a blue banana? Try to cheer it up.” demonstrate

how JAPE has two understandings for the word “blue”.
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the potential to change different ways depending on the mind that mulls it

over, and the context (situation or environment) that mind encounters. This

interaction between mind and context causes an idea to undergo a change

of state. Now the idea not only exists in a slightly altered form, but its

potential for further change is also altered. This change of state of the idea

feeds back on the state of the mind and the state of the context, such that

the idea may undergo another change of state, which has associated with it

a different set of potential future states. This continues until the interaction

between mind and context produces no further change in the idea, at which

point the idea is said to be in an eigenstate or end state with respect to this

context. (p. 107)

Implying that there is feedback from the context to the creative process that alters the

creative product after what is appropriate in the situation. Exactly how humans do this,

or which part is taken into account, can be debated endlessly, but emotions, cultural and

individual values, expected reactions in other individuals, and problem related issues,

are at least a few common variables taken into account.

These can be categorized in two different types: perceptual and knowledge based. Con-

textual information and other individuals’ reactions are gained by perceptual input,

evaluation of personal and cultural standards from previous knowledge, of which the

latter changes over time based on perceptual input. This can be connected to the role

of conscious awareness. The perceptual evaluation is needed to be conscious, whereas

the knowledge based evaluation may well be unconscious.

On the note of knowledge based evaluation, DiPaola and Gabora [18] says the following

on the future of how to add knowledge to artificial portrait painter agents:

... future research will involve adding specific painterly and portrait knowl-

edge with the goal of continuing to improve the automatic portrait painter

system with human painterly knowledge. (p. 107)

Despite only regarding artificial painters, it can easily be stretched to fit all domains.

The quote demonstrate that in all fields of creativity there is a need to have access to

enough “human” knowledge about that particular field, so that it can come closer to
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that of a human agent. Mentioned was that when humans evaluate their work, whether

it be unconsciously processed or not, humans take the context of the situation, as well

as individual traits, into account.

Individual traits, or personal preferences, could be described as the set of sorted personal

knowledge derived from experience. It is likely that a person who likes Heavy Metal

music, has more experience of it, and will perform a more just evaluation of the latest

Metallica album. The person who knows the field of Heavy Metal music can compare it

to other albums, knows the rules of the genre, etc. A person who only listen to classical

music may produce an innovative and “creative” review of the album, but not perhaps

an equally appropriate evaluation, because the results is built on very different values.

However, the best review ought to come from a genuine music lover, who does not only

listen to heavy metal, but also classical music and a wide range of other music genres.

For artificial agents to be able to make an appropriate interpretation, they need the

associative knowledge base, at a minimum of the domain they are active in, but best

would be if they could access the range of all knowledge in the appropriate field. This

is one of the arguments presented in this thesis to why domain expertise may come to

partly solve the problem of evaluation. If the agent has enough knowledge it should have

a better starting point for evaluation as well as generation, given that the structure of

evaluation is based on stored knowledge.

For an artificial system to understand value and appropriateness, a large database of

conceptual spaces thus has to be created. The system needs to understand why some

interpretations are inappropriate and throw them away, and realize that other interpre-

tations are better, or even that several interpretations can be equally important.

The second type of evaluation is the ones that require perceptual input. In many artificial

systems this can still be disregarded as the creative agents still are very domain specific.

It is perhaps unnecessary to have perceptual abilities in the current painting systems.

What is needed is some form of input that increases the knowledge base in order to push

the boundaries for what may be possible to generate and evaluate in the future. A fixed

system that never increase its database will only have a limited number of possible novel

products.
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Regardless on which level the evaluation is placed, it remains a problem as artificial

agents cannot perform a proper evaluation without human aid. Ritchie [69] suggest a

matrix system to give the agent a possibility to evaluate first the novelty of the produced

product, and secondly to estimate value to it. It is based on a large number of criteria

that the agent uses to evaluate the product. Even though this particular evaluation

process has benefits, the problem still remain, that the artificial agents do not have

an appropriate amount of knowledge to properly estimate something on its own. The

evaluation is simply performed by using already designed criteria. If the agent itself

could build this database of criteria based on its own experiences it would perhaps get

closer to that of our understanding of human evaluation processes.

On a large scale this is still very unreachable, perhaps it will never be possible, but

on a small scale this should be possible to achieve. In the domain of chess playing,

Deep Blue, beat the human champion [59]. An expert system may therefore contain a lot

of knowledge on chess, or “Heavy Metal music”, and should be able to make a decent

evaluation of it, even though it still would be restricted to the rules of the database.

To be able to be evaluative in the way humans are, it also needs to step out of its own

domain, maybe through analogical transfer, and evaluate the new situation “outside the

box” of previous knowledge. To create an agent that is to be considered creative we

need to create a system in which the agents own limitations, as well as the given domain

for the creative process, can be surpassed [41]. One suggestion is that this can be done

through learning from perceptual input, or even here in the evaluation phase, genetic

algorithms may create possibilities to push the agent outside of the specific domain, and

case-based reasoning may provide reasonable connections and relations in the stored

knowledge.

Boden [57] pinpoints this evaluative problem of crossing domains:

A main reason why most current AI-models of creativity attempt only ex-

ploration, not transformation, is that if the space is transformed then the

resulting structures may not have any interest or value. Such ideas are novel,

certainly, but not creative. (...) This would not matter if the AI-system

were able to realize the poor quality of the new constructions, and drop (or

amend) the transformation accordingly. A truly automatic AI-creator would

have evaluative mechanisms sufficiently powerful to do this. (p. 354)
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The most common way of doing the evaluation is what was mentioned under the creative

product, namely to use humans to evaluate the product, both JAPE and AARON were

examples of this. In some more advanced cases the human evaluation feedback is used as

means to teach the artificial agent. But this is under a lot of critique as the artificial agent

is not by itself performing the creative process, and can consequently not be considered

creative [18]. Instead the agents must by themselves contain some sort of filter so that

they meet the criteria of awareness and can be self evaluative. Possibly by allowing

the agents to learn not by human feedback, but by a perception and a trial-and-error

process.

4.3 Suggested Approach

Even though some suggestions on how the problems may be overcome has been presented

earlier in the chapter, this section presents conceptual ideas of how it is possible to

artificially create a simplified version of creative agents, that could be deemed “truly

creative”.

In computational creativity, there are two main approaches that can be applied to try to

solve a creative problem: top-down and bottom-up approaches. Top-down approaches

looks to the entirety of a problem and try to establish a framework or an architecture

in which the specific modules can be successively integrated through the development

of the system. Bottom-up approaches takes the opposite position by looking at the

components of the process and successively try to integrate them [6].

Based on our current lack of knowledge on how creativity works on a cognitive level, it

is reasonable to assume that it is impossible to create creative agents that have the same

internal functionality as humans do. This being said, it is nevertheless interesting to look

at human cognition as a foundation by using a bottom-up approach. However, artificial

agents may come to display creativity, that even though it resembles human creativity,

is something different. With a top-down approach it is possible that by judging artificial

creativity with the same criteria as human creativity, we could in fact be judging apples

after oranges.

Regardless of which approach is attempted, for artificial agents to be considered truly

creative the presented definition needs to be fulfilled. It is clear that artificial agents are
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currently not equal to the human agent, but perhaps they can be sufficiently intelligent

and aware to perform low level creative tasks, or demonstrate abilities that might evolve

to something similar to creativity.

It is important to start on a small scale. To create an agent that uses some form of

machine learning to sort and store input, then uses this knowledge for novel generation.

The most important point is not to battle the problem of domain expertise at this point,

but rather to be able to use both the input and the knowledge to perform evaluation of

the generated output.

The following section will discuss the possibilities of how a creative agent may be created,

how a generative phase and, more importantly, how the exploratory phase might be

constructed.

4.3.1 Designing an Artificial Agent

The first important point is that the artificial agent has to at least some degree, diverge

from the rule-based systems that are currently used. Rule-based systems that don’t

possess any awareness of context or understanding of their own cognitive operations.

The second criteria in the presented definition in chapter three stated that the creative

agent need to be intelligent in order to store knowledge and be able to operate on this

knowledge, and that it also has to be aware of this knowledge and operations, as well

as the context. If we simply create an agent that follows its own rules and restricted

database, this second criteria will not be satisfied because the agent will not satisfy the

awareness criteria.

How can the limits of a rule-based system be broken? At least three things need to

be considered. The first is that the agent needs to have input that is not directly

programmed by humans. If humans have to manually provide all input, data as well as

combination rules, it will not only be time consuming but the artificial agent will not

contain any autonomy, and can never stand on its own but be limited to the human

input. This may of course display creative behavior on some minor scale, in the same

way as the joke generator JAPE, but it will be strictly restricted in its performance.

Instead of this classic programing input, some form of perceptual input is suggested,

either through exposure to databases, like Watson’s databases, or through more human
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like perceptive skills such as auditory and visual sensors, dependent on the task of the

creative agent. On a small scale this does not have to compare to human perceptive

skills, but in cases in which true human creativity is desired, it should eventually aim

for it. The agent need to have the ability to store this new knowledge, and from this

knowledge create associations to previously stored information.

The second aspects is closely related to that of the previous one and has been repeatedly

mentioned. The creative agent needs to be in possession of enough knowledge to be able

to store an appropriate number of concepts to combine, but also enough information on

how to evaluate the product based on previous knowledge. If the creative agent is in

possession of perceptual input, the agent’s database of information needs to be able to

grow and make new connections to previous knowledge and the new input.

Here it is important to note, first that perception in humans is a restricted process,

meaning that not everything perceived is either placed in active consciousness or stored.

Artificial agents with perceptual skills need either to immediately filter out large parts

of the information or be able to sort the incoming, and stored, knowledge based on use-

fulness. If one set of information is found to be useless or unsuccessful to find a solution

to the problem, this information should be accessed more rarely in order to focus the

creative process to more successful concepts and associations. By creating statistically

based databases of information that build, or strengthen, associations when stimulated

further, and with other concepts and associations that are made weaker when the input

gives negative feedback, it should be able to address the problem of artificially generate

understanding for cultural appropriateness and also simulate a personal preference.

The third needed aspect is that the artificial agent needs to have a system for motivation

and awareness. Motivation might be as simple as providing a reward system, in which

the agent want to reach the highest possible score. This would on a rather simple level

simulate the reward system effected by the emotional spectra in humans. The second

question is how to create the processes needed for awareness and evaluation. It has

been proposed that all the information that is processed by an artificial agent is a sort

of awareness, implying that with perception awareness of the input is automatic. In

humans this was not the case, human perception is filtered to only be conscious of

relevant information. Awareness is clearly more complicated than simply perceiving.
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Context has to be evaluated on a number of different aspects and it is not enough to for

something to have perceptive skill to say that it is aware.

If the agent is allowed perceptual input, then the problem space should be tested given

this input. The problem space can be either from the original problem that motivated the

creative process or from the serendipitously found problem. This is done to determine

the appropriateness of current states in the creative process given the context in relation

to the problem.

As suggested by human cognition, evaluation is also partly an unconscious process. The

computer is able to do this as all knowledge can be accessed if so desired, even knowledge

that is not represented in a working memory. To approach a more human like processing

structure it is therefore suggested that the artificial agent should be a meta system with

a multi-layered process structure, in which several processes run searches simultaneously

over perceptional input and different groupings of conceptual spaces from the knowledge

base. The top one should represent the immediate awareness, or the working memory,

of the creative process with the problem space and the current suggestions toward a

solution. On a second level several other processes should simulate lower level cognition,

including perceptual processing and search through the knowledge base.

By having several active processes that are not represented in the simulated awareness,

referred to as subprocesses, that run in the background of the more conscious process, the

subprocesses have the ability to go through different databases of conceptual knowledge.

This allows them to make new and interesting combinations of knowledge and at the

same time be able to evaluate these combinations to previous knowledge in the sense of

an evaluative process.

In the lines of serendipity the evaluation of the product need only be done during the

final stage of the process. Meaning that even though the different subprocesses work on

the same evaluative data, it is not until there is a mass of finished products that they

are evaluated and inappropriate ideas are sorted out.

4.3.2 The Creative Process

Pereira [41] suggested that the generative phase, as divergent thinking, is not particularly

difficult to simulate with either case-based reasoning or genetic algorithms, which will
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be used as a means of applying conceptual blending onto the problem domain. In these

footsteps and the ones presented in chapter three the generative phase will be suggested

to consist of conceptual blending, in which a knowledge base of conceptual spaces is com-

bined through case-based reasoning and analogies. By using the subprocesses presented

above, the different conceptual spaces may be approached at the same time, improving

the number of conceptual associations possible to make, and therefore coming closer to

simulating human cognition.

The generation of new conceptual blends is intended to work through the communication

between the knowledge base and the different subsystems that analyses the information

therein and the perceptual input. By having different processes look at different domains

it ought to be possible to create more innovative and unexpected blends by providing

information from different fields.

The exploratory phase has been repeatedly concluded in the thesis to be difficult to

simulate. The generated blends need to be evaluated in order to be tested as to how

appropriate they are due to the problem and the context. This is especially important

as the genetic algorithms provide a random element, and the case-based reasoning and

conceptual blending may provide an exponentially increasing number of new blended

spaces, that could contain more or less all possible combinations regardless of their

appropriateness. The artificial agent need to be able to sort these concept based on

appropriateness.

If humans are not to interfere with the perceptual input for the creative agent to be

considered creative, humans may not interfere in the evaluation either. It is therefore

suggested that the subprocesses and categorized knowledge bases from before, should

also act as a sort of evaluative filter system. Initially this could be constructed by

presenting the agent with enough concepts of what is appropriate given a certain context

and let the agent build a statistical database of appropriate behavior through machine

learning.

Inspiration can be found with the super computer Watson which uses keywords gathered

from the Jeopardy clue. These keywords were used as a means of searching through the

information database and applying statistical judgments on this to reach better solu-

tions [60]. If a creative agent is constructed so that it can find key concepts from the
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problem domain, either the original motivation for the creative process or the serendip-

itously found problem, and the perceptual or contextual input, it could perhaps use a

similar system to search through its database in order to statistically sort the appropri-

ateness of these novel combinations.

An example: A joke generator should realize that pulling a joke on “death” at a funeral

is inappropriate, even if the joke is both novel and funny. The system should be able

to determine, from the context and during the initial generative phase, that it is at a

“funeral”, which should be stored as a key concept from the conscious top level, the

simulated working memory, and then subprocesses should, in the evaluative phase, go

through stored data associated with this concept and stored statistics on appropriate

associations. “Death” would have a high association to “funeral”, so either the system

needs to be told a few rules of appropriateness, or it has to be able to have a trial-

and-error feedback system that reduce the statistical weight on pulling death-jokes at

funerals. Perhaps a combination is the best way to reach human like behavior, as we

both act after social rules we learned, and also due to feedback from situations.

The contextual filter should be accompanied by other filters as well, like a personal

preference. For personal preferences it is not enough to let the machine learn through

machine learning, the system needs its own individual touch. If two identical agents,

are presented with the same information in the machine learning, they should develop

the same associations, but not necessarily the same preferences. Easiest would be to

allow the agent a randomized element, that shifts the weights in this statistical database

towards one particular preference. An example would be to simulate color preference in

an artistic agent. A preferred color distribution would be randomly generated, followed

by machine learning which continues to influence the personal preference filter, based on

the weights in the color preference distribution. After some time a new random element,

such as a shape, texture, saturation, or even a new color, could be presented to keep

develop the personal taste database.

This will be what separates one creative agent from another creative agent, otherwise all

creative agents placed in the same situation would create the same things, consequently

violating the criterion of novelty in the creative product. It would also work in the lines of

the criterion that Bringsjord et al. [54] suggested, that the creative product should not be

able to be replicated by another agent despite access to all the knowledge and processing
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rules from the actual creative agent. This personal preference needs to be a database that

builds on the increasing information presented perceptually to the agent and through

the strongest reoccurring concepts and association patterns in the knowledge base, in

other words the agents individual experience. All information that the agent is presented

with, and had been presented with in the past, including its own conceptual spaces and

internal relations in between, the self constructed blends as well as all the information

that comes from the contextual input should be represented in order to increase the

individual agent’s knowledge database. This can be considered a sort of categorized

LTM of the agent.

The benefit of having a statistical filter system based on at a minimum contextual

appropriateness and personal preference is that the agent should be able to in retrospect

motivate the selected path to a creative product. The artistic agent should be able to

say that it chose a color or shape because it found it better, and that it realized that

a joke about death was inappropriate in a funeral situation. If this is enough to claim

that the agent understand the creative process is of course another question.

This thesis’ suggestion is therefore that we might simulate an evaluative process in

creative processes, in particular serendipity, that is somewhat related to the evaluation

system proposed by Ritchie [69], by using a multi-layer statistical filter system. Here

context and personal preference is suggested but other filers are possible, that sorts out

the creative products that are not worth keeping based on the contextual key concepts

and the associated concepts’ statistical weights. By letting the artificial agent generate

all possible solutions, of course within a reasonable limit, as most do today, and in

retrospect use these filters to sort out things that are not novel or valuable. The number

of filters and subprocesses can of course be debated, both from what is relevant from

the artificial agent’s point of view, but also from a human cognition view, as we do not

know exactly what humans take into account.

The proposition might strike some as a bit naive, and undeniably it is very simplified

and ignore some of the current problems with general AI. But it does provide a cogni-

tion compatible view of artificial creativity, that ought to make it possible to simulate

creativity artificially on a small scale.



Chapter 5

Evaluation and General

Discussion

5.1 On the Proposed Definition

This thesis has laid the foundation for the new definition of creativity: Creativity is a

problem solving process performed by an intelligent and, to a problem and context, aware

agent, that through a cycle of generative and evaluative cognitive functions, creates a

novel and valuable product.

The proposed definition provides a simple, yet cognitively supported, explanation based

on human intuition on the phenomenon of creativity. It takes into account previous

attempts to define it, by keeping the fundamental aspects of the creative product, which

has to be both novel and valuable. These aspects are not only necessary for a product

to be considered creative, but also allows the proposed definition to stand on previous

research on creativity. It has been claimed repeatedly in the thesis that the criteria on

the product is insufficient to explain creativity, which is why the definition also include

other aspects that are used as holders of creativity.

First there is the aspect of the creative agent, which is rather unusual in creative def-

initions. The thesis has argued that it makes sense to include the agent in definitions

of cognitive behavior. By creating criteria for the creative agent any agent that fulfills

them should be deemed creative. Intuitively, artifacts, animals and artificial agents, are

58
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rarely considered to have any greater cognitive ability, in this case; creativity. So by

stating necessary properties of the creative agent, a better starting point to understand

the cognition behind creativity is offered. By doing this, possibilities to understand and

approach the design of artificial agents with the necessary characteristics, are also pro-

vided. If the artificial agent is in possession of the same attributes needed in a human

agent that is creative, it would be nonsensical to deny the artificial agent the abilities

that these attributes provides a human agent.

The last involved aspect is assumed to be the creative process itself. By far being the

most difficult to define, due to the lack of knowledge on cognition in general, and the

seemingly varied nature of the creative process, it is none the less very important. Both

the aspects and characteristics of the creative product and the creative agent respectively

gave insight to the nature of the creative process, and laid the foundation for the thesis’

proposed view on the creative process. In artificial approaches it is perhaps not so

important to model the creative process to exact biological similarity. The important

point is instead to model the general structures based on characteristics of the creative

agent, so that the essential aspects of the creative product are properly fulfilled.

5.1.1 Insufficiencies with the Definition

Despite providing a somewhat holistic view of creativity, the definition is lacking on

several points. The biggest issue is the uncertainty regarding the creative process. If the

desire is to create artificial creativity on the same level as in humans, the definition with

which the judgment is made has to truly represent human creativity. Today we know

too little about human cognition in general to be able to truthfully say anything specific

about any cognitive phenomenons. Creativity is of course included in this, making it

impossible to create an artificial model of creativity that would correspond to that of

human creativity.

It can also be stated that the definition lacks in other areas as well, in particular the

role of problem solving and motivation. Since the definition is created to be applied to

more chance-driven creativity like serendipity, the initial motivation has been somewhat

disregarded. It could therefore also be argued that to these three mentioned aspects

yet another one should be added; the creative problem. It would make sense to include

this as a fundamental aspect to what we consider to be creative. It would differentiate
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between different types of creativity, and therefore provide a better account on the

criterion of the creative agent’s cognitive functions, as well as what subprocesses the

creative process has to undergo. It would also be tightly connected with motivation in

creative problem solving which, at least in psychological domains, would make a lot of

sense. However, this possible fourth aspect has in this thesis been disregarded with the

following argumentation:

First, the creative problem has been considered to be an initiator for the creative phases,

not in itself a constituting part. The problem itself is only interesting from a contextual

evaluation perspective, which in computational aspects has been held at a minimum,

and this has been sufficiently covered in the creative process.

Secondly, some forms of creativity, e.g. serendipity, do not base the creative phenomenon

on a particular problem, but rather the problem is found at the same time as the creative

product.

Thirdly, it would be necessary to adjust the other aspects, in particular the creative

process, in relation to different problems, making the definition limited to particular

problems and domains and no longer as holistic as intended in the purpose of this study.

5.2 On the Suggested Approach

It is clear that human level artificial creativity is not yet possible in the current state

of AI, but the suggested approach does provide a stepping stone for how things could

be approached. The suggestion is compatible with the proposed definition of creativity,

which would mean that if the definition of creativity is accepted and is thoroughly

satisfied, the system involved would be truly creative.

So far the suggestion is conceptual and the success of the suggested system is yet to be

seen. It is possible that the different aspects of the suggestion would be unsuccessful not

due to the limits of current AI, but due to problems with the evaluative phase’s machine

learning and the statistical filter system. Even if the system was up and running, there

is a possibility that this phase, that currently is performed by humans, would turn out

to be unstable due to problems with intentionality in the perceptual input and that the

stored statistics would not be deemed a satisfactory evaluation process.
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It also needs to be addressed that if the suggestion was successful and an artificial agent

would be able to evaluate based on context and appropriateness, reflect and in retrospect

motivate its decisions on the created product, would a human viewer consider it creative

or is this a phenomenon that humans are unwilling to ascribe anything other than a

human being?

Regardless, it is important to note that if it were successful, it does not actually give any

definite insights on the phenomenon of human creativity. If there is an artificial system

that would satisfy the definition and create novel and valuable products, the agent should

be deemed truly creative, but it doesn’t necessarily mean that the exhibited creativity is

the same creativity found in human agents. In the same sense as apples and oranges both

are fruit, human creativity and artificial creativity might be different forms of creativity.

Using artificial phenomenons as models for human cognition should therefore be done

with caution.

This is much in line with the reasoning presented by Lovelace and Bringjord et al. [54]

whom both argued together with Searle [49] that computers may simulate cognitive abil-

ities, but that it should not so easily be confused with actual cognition.

Returning to the question: Can a computer truly be creative? For the answer to be

answered “yes” two things has to be satisfied. First the definition, or an equivalent

definition, of “true creativity” has to be accepted as common ground, either because it

is a true representation of human creativity, or because it has been commonly accepted

as the definition of creativity. Secondly, artificial agents need to properly fulfill this

definition. As the definition is not accepted and that artificial agents still lack some

fundamental aspects, the answer has to be answered “no”.

5.3 On Artificial Creativity

5.3.1 Serendipity, Motivation and Emotion in Creativity

This thesis was built with the assumption that serendipity is a form of creativity, despite

being chance natured and not intention natured. It can be argued that this is an

unfair assumption as the creative process of serendipity has nothing really in common

with other generative forms of creativity. The biggest counter argument was that of
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motivation in creative processes. Serendipity which has none of this, would in definitions

that build upon intentions, not be considered a form of creativity. This thesis took the

stand that even though motivation is an important part of the creative process, it may

in some cases be sufficient to look at an awareness of the process rather than actual

intentions. However, it is counterintuitive to say that a chance find is creative, as it

is not a production of something rather an innovative way of finding alternative uses

for a product. However, since the serendipitous find is evaluated, or given a purpose in

retrospect, serendipity ought to be considered a form of creativity.

Even thought serendipity might not be considered creative in some human psychological

domains, it provides a good stepping stone to what we can consider creative in artificial

domains. As of yet, artificial agents do not display any intentionality and motivation

beyond that of the programmed rules. It is therefore somewhat unfair to judge the

artificial agents by the same measurements as the human creators.

This can further be supported by how motivation in artificial domains often is embedded

in the instructions of which problems to solve and how to do it. This is then strictly

related to the emotional motivation that we can find in humans. It has been empirically

motivated that emotions play an important role in how creative humans are (e.g. Baas

et al. 2008 [26] and Dietrich 2004 [13]), and that emotions are an essential component in

evaluative processes. [57] It is not easy to determine why one painting is good, or why

a musical piece moves us. It could be argued that the emotional responses we have

often are connected to the previous experiences we have to certain things, making the

emotional component a measurable and potentially artificially applicable as part of a

personal knowledge base. The emotional aspect was partly introduced in the suggested

approach as a reward system, and the personal preference as a statistical database with

a randomized evolution, but for artificial creativity to reach human level, emotions needs

to be awarded more attention than that.

The emotional aspect of creativity might be an uninteresting point to make in artificial

approaches where the desired emotional state could be argued to be constant at; “the

highest possible creative motivation”. Presented previously, Finke [27] claims that there

is an illusion of intentionality in creative invention. Meaning that creative insights are

not necessarily the result of a given problem, but rather purpose can be added later. In
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artificial serendipity, this is a huge benefit, given that the emotional motivation can be

completely disregarded.

There is also the possibility that emotions play yet another role, than that of motivation,

in creativity. From a biopsychological viewpoint Dietrich [13] discuss two informational

pathways and how they are related to different types of creative insights. One of these

pathways is cognitive, the other emotional. She argues that some insights, or creative

solutions, are not exclusively the result of analytical means, but also go through an

emotional pathway. It can be interpreted as either; emotions can take on a producing

character, which would explain why certain moods result in higher creative ability, or it

could be interpreted as the emotional pathway providing a connection to the evaluation

of the creative process.

For AI to reach human levels of creative ability, emotions has to be regarded and imple-

mented.

5.3.2 Functionalism, Connectionism and Neural Networks

It is worth discussing the difference between human creativity and artificial creativity

approaches further.

In his article Minds, brains, and programs from 1980 [49] Searle presents the Chinese

Room Argument. The argument builds on that if a human sits in a room, translating

Chinese using pre-described rules, this person would not really understand Chinese.

In philosophy of mind, there is a theory called Functionalism, that proposes that mental

states are only identified by their function. By arguing that cognition only is a sym-

bol processing system the theory makes an analogy between human cognition and the

processing of a computer. Newell [70] suggested that cognition is a result of a Physical

Symbol System (PSS), in which all the causal processes are embedded in one or several

different internal systems. This idea support the notion of a creative artificial agent, as

there would in practice be no great difference between biological and artificial agents.

The Chinese Room argument would fall under this hypothesis as the system of the entire

room, including the individual therein, would understand Chinese. Implying that the

system of the artificial agent could have intentionality.
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A related but fundamentally different theory of mind is Connectionism, which state

that it is the emergent properties of a network of interconnected units that constitute

cognition. Following the interconnected layout of the brains neurons, there has been

a growing interest in studying cognitive behavior by using Neural Networks (NN). NN

is a brain-inspired form of computing that builds multi-layered systems of nodes with

different weight distributions. The systems develop from input and learns based on a

number of different algorithms. One of these learning algorithms is Hebbian-learning,

stating that when neurons fire action potentials together, the synaptic strength between

them are enhanced. This is often thought to be a good model for how the brain creates

memories and store knowledge. Many other algorithms are also used to optimize the

process to the problem domain, including statistical approaches. The difference between

NN and classic forms of computing is that there is no separation of memory storage and

processing, which is more compatible with the thoughts on human cognition.

Attempts to create artificial creativity through NN exist, but not to the same degree as

conventional methods in AI. One of the more interesting attempts is that of Thagard

and Stewart from 2011 [71], which does not only go in the lines of the presented definition,

but on a simple yet biologically plausible way takes a range of human attributes into

account, including perception, emotions and consciousness. Emotions play the role, that

when a product is found, if the emotional level is higher, it indicate that the product

may be novel and valuable, simulating the emotional reward system in creative insight.

This way the system does to some degree contain a personalized evaluative system.

With either a functionalist or connectionist view of cognition, one must accept that AI

would be able to be creative, given the right input and set-up for the system. This

thesis has chosen not to look at this further as it would expand the field of AI beyond

a master thesis. None the less it is worth mentioning as a possible approach to how

artificial creativity might come to be.

5.3.3 What if Artificial Creativity became Reality?

One thing that we must ask ourselves in attempts to create artificial agents with human

capacities is what would that actually mean? Doomsday prophesies like those displayed
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in Hollywood movies such as The Terminator i, I, Robot ii, and science fiction novels like

Arthur C. Clarke’s 2001: A Space Odysseyiii, might be the first associations at the idea

of human like AI. This is unlikely to be something that we should fear today, but it is

true that we do not know the limits of AI.

Only looking at the creative aspect of AI, we can ask ourselves: What good would it do?

and: When does it start to be inconvenient with creative AI? Initially it would most

likely help humankind a great deal. If we manage to create an AI that can create and

solve problems in the innovative way humans can, perhaps many of the problems we

have been struggling with for ages could be solved. However, if these artificial agents

surpass human creative ability, which at least eventually, would be likely, it could cause

other problems: the solutions might far exceed human understanding, leaving humanity

behind. Once again the ideas of AI drifts away into futuristic scenarios, but on a small

scale imagine what might happen if computers could generate art pieces and music that

are both novel and valuable. When does that start having a negative effect on human

creativity? Will we be able to buy cheap original art pieces or music that surpass human

capacities and are mass produced by artificial agents, leaving human creativity undesired

and consequently unstimulated? Perhaps a counter argument could be photography, in

which art can be mass produced without inflicting much on the domain of painting.

Regardless, it is definitely too early to start discussing what humanity should do with

superior artificial agents, it is likely to be a long time before artificial agents reach human

capacities in creative tasks, or any other conscious processes. Soichiro Honda said that:

“It is when man starts thinking of ideas that the difference between man and machine

emerges.” If this is the case that creativity is the essence that separate man and machine,

what would it actually entail to artificially create an agent in possession of creativity?

If we have created an artificial agent, that can display signs of true creativity, as a human

agent could, with intentionality, autonomy, emotional spectrum and an understanding

of cultural and contextual values, and that is in possession of its own set of personal
iThe Terminator displays a future vision in which the AI Skynet has taken over the world, mass

producing robots that fight the last of human resistance.
iiThe supercomputer W.I.K.I. ends up depriving all humans of their freedom in order to follow its

programmed rules to keep mankind as safe as possible. Loosely build on the Science Fiction short-story
collection by Isaac Asimov with the same name.

iiiThe AI Hal 9000 is aiding humans controlling a space ship, but it runs amok and uses the ship
against its human crew in order to not get shut down.
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taste, we must not only ask the question: Can a computer be truly creative? but the

even more existential question: What does it mean to be human?



Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks

6.1 Conclusion

Can a computer truly be creative? In order to answer this question an agreed upon

definition of creativity has to be presented. Up until today little focus has been placed

on determining the boundaries and characteristics of creativity.

The problem is twofold, firstly, the gathered knowledge on human cognition is still too

uncertain to properly explain cognitive phenomenons such as creativity. Secondly, the

lack of motivation in agreeing on a definition result in a diversity of incompatible research

that claims to be studying the same thing, but does so based on different assumptions.

It is this thesis’ suggestion that the creativity research community needs to find com-

mon ground as to what is to be defined as creative, and based on this definition make

judgments of human and artificial agents’ creative performance.

To solve this problem this thesis proposed a definition that found inspiration from human

cognition, by establishing necessary aspects of the creative product, the creative agent,

and the creative process:

Creativity is a problem solving process performed by an intelligent and, to

a problem and context, aware agent, that through a cycle of generative and

evaluative cognitive functions, creates a novel and valuable product.

67
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Based on this definition the thesis made a proposal on how to approach artificial cre-

ativity with the assumption that when the approaches satisfy the definition, artificial

creativity has been accomplished.

The proposition is based on designing an artificial agent that possesses the ability to

learn through machine learning, and that has the ability to sort out contextual key

concepts from the input provided. The artificial agent is then to generate all possible

solutions based on the problem input, and through serendipitous findings, in retrospect

evaluate this using processes that search through stored knowledge and evaluate the ap-

propriateness of the creative products using statistical judgments learned from machine

learning.

Artificial creativity has still a long way to go before we have an artificial agent that

would be deemed truly creative based on the presented definition. Many of the current

problems in AI hinder the suggested approach to be a reality at this stage. However, if,

or when, this suggested approach is achieved, and the definition is satisfied, there is no

real reason to believe that artificial creativity is an impossibility.

This not yet being the case, the only correct answer to the philosophical question is still:

No.

6.2 Future Prospects

Despite a lot of research attempts, both theoretical and practical, it is my belief that it

is still some time before computers reach a human cognitive capacity that will satisfy

the definition and therefore could be called truly creative.

That being said, I believe that creative programs that aid human innovation is not a

distant thing, in fact it has been argued that this is already part of the current creative

research. But artificial agents that are comparable to human creative skills is yet far

beyond the horizon.

This thesis has almost completely disregarded the increasing interest in neural networks

(NN) in creative research. Inspired by human cognition, nodes and weight relations

instead of neurons and axons, NN show promise to simulate human cognition on a more

biologically plausible level.
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Who knows what might be accomplished in artificial creativity, if we manage to artifi-

cially create a “brain”. The philosophical question of: Can a computer truly be creative?,

will then have to be followed by an even more difficult and existential question: What

does it truly mean to be human?
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